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Foreword

'Ifvu have a dollar and I have a dodar, and we meet and exchange dollan, we each
leave with we dollar. Ilms have an idea and I have an idea, and we meet and exchange
ideas, we each leave with two ideas.° (Anon)mous philosopher)

In the early development of CAUSE as a professional association, there was a maturation
of mission from the exchange of °systems° ti) the exchange of Ideas? To amplify this
exchange, the CAUSE Board of Directors saw a need for a professional publication as a
medium for communicating ideas in the rapidly developing field of information technol-
ogy in higher education. To meet this need, a prototype issue of CAUS&EFFECT went to
press in January 1978 announcing the publication and soliciting articles from members.

In Board debate prior to publ ication, the °magazine" format prevailedover a °professional
journal" format for several reasons. The Board speculated that since the CAUSE members
were more practitioners than researchers, a magazine would be more flexible and more
readable than a journal. Also, the magazine format would not preclude the publication
of scholarly works when appropriate. Mother consideration was the desire to have
CAUSE/EFFECFreadershipextend to college and university admi nistrators throughout the
client community rather than be limited to information systems professionals.

This special publication of The Best of CAUSEIEFFECT attests to the vision of the CAUSE
Board of Directors in establishing an association magazine as a medium of exchange for
ideas. CAUSE members, and other readers of the magazine, will thank the authors of the
several chapters of this publication for advancing the exchange of ideas to anuher level
by their summarization of the selected CAUSE/EFFECTarticies into six major areas. It will
undoubtedly take its place alongside CAUSE/EFFECTon the active reference shelves of
many key administrative offices in colleges and universities.

Charles R. Thomas
CAUSE Executive Director 1971-1986
CAUSE/EFFECT Editor 1978-1982



Preface
Since this short publication already has a foreword and an introduction, a preface may
seem superfluous. Nonetheless, I couldn't resist the opportunity as we celebrate CAUSE's

twentieth anniversary with The Best of CAUSE/EFFECT to recognize the foresight,
commitment, and professional effcet of four groups of individuals: the CAUSE Board,
CAUSE/EFFECTauthors, members of the CAUSE Editorial Committee, and the magazine's
editors. Collectively, these individuals are respensible for the excellence that has
increasingly characterizedCAUSE/EFFECT magazine since its inception.

Early in the history of CAUSE, the Board of Directors recognized the importance of
creating a body of literature, authorizing the initiation of publication of CAUSE/EFFECT
in 1978 and continuing to strongly support it ever since. Creating an Editorial Committee
of the membership to review and select feature articles, assigning a Board member as
liaison to the Editorial Committee, establishing an annual award for the author of the best
contributed article, and continually discussing and suggesting how to strengthen the
magazine are ways in which the CAUSE Board has demonstrated its support and belief
in the value of CAUSE/EFFECT.

In the 75 issues published between January 1978 and Summer 1991, 446 articles by 400
different authors have been published. These authors have freely shared their professional
insights and perspectives through CAUSE/EFFECr, advancing the state of management of
information technology on campus and personally gaining professionally.

Review and selection of articles for publication is a time-consuming and often thankless
task, pursued willingly by dozens of volunteers serving on the Editorial Committee. Their
work has provided essential quality control, ensuring that every issue of CAUSE/UFECT
is the best possible.

Ultimate responsibility for the excellence of CAUSE/EFFECT has rested with its two
editors, first Chai les R. Thomas from the inception of the magazine in 1978, and then Julia
A. Rudy beginning with the May 1982 issue and continuing today. Both editors have
consistently balanced and supported the perspectives of the Board, the Editorial
Committee, and the individual authors to produce cohesive issues meeting the highest
standards of quality.

So much of what has been published in CAUSE/EFFECT is excellent that it has been
difficult to identify what is 'best." It is my hope that this task will become even more
difficult in the future as more and more join the ranks of authors who seek to share with
others the benefits of their knowledge through publication in CAUSE/EFFECT,
contributing to the growth of our profession and their own professional growth.

Jane Norman Ryland
CAUSE President
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Introduction /1

"This book is dedicated to the 400 authors WhO have contributed
articles to CAUSE/EFFECT since its beginning,

and to the hundreds more who in corning years will continue
the tradition of sharing expertise and experiences for the benefit of

their colleagues and the profession.°

Introduction
by Julia A. Rudy, CAUSRIEFFECT Editor

wo years ago, the CAUSE Board of Directors ap-
Tproved the appointment of a dozen CAUSE mem-
bers to an ad hoc committee to develop a publica-
tion to recognize outstanding anicles published in

CAUSE/EFFECT magazine since its inception.
Initially, our intention was to publish a small number of

articles in their entirety in a special °classic" issue of the
magazine. But after reviewing more than a dozen volumes of
the magazine, the committee agreed that a different ap-
proach was called for. Quite simply, we had found many,
many articles that were insightful or forwardlooking for their
times, dealt with issues or provided information still relevant
or of value today, or addressed emerging management
concepts or technological issues that have had a significant
impact on the growth of the profession.

Thus, The Best of CAUSE/EFFECT looks not at just a few
"classics," but at dozens of articles published by many
different authors through the years. In reviewing the 75 issues
of the magazine published from January 1978 through
Summer 1991, we identified six major areas that authors
have written about: (1) building the technological infrastruc-
ture, (2) information systems and applications development;
(3) organizational structures for managing information tech-
nology; (4) personnel and operational management issues;
(5) user computing and information access; and (6) strategic
planning and management.

Selected committee members (some in conjunction with
other colleagues) undertook to write about these areas
through examining articles that had been selected and
placed by the full committee into one or more of these areas.
Although the committee labored long and hard in reviewing
articles for inclusion in these overviews, we are, alas, fallible
and may have overlooked articles that might have been
included. Likewise, not every trend or significantoccurrence
of the recent past is found in these pages. What is presented
here, however, is reflective of prominent concerns of the 80s
as seen through the eyes of the campus information technol-

ogy professionals who published articles in CAUSEIEFFEcT
throughout the decade.

A word of caution to the reader. As you will very quickly
discover, this publication was not intended to be read inone
sitting! It condenses and arranges a great deal of information
into more-than-bitesize chunks, and should be approached
as you would approach a text or other reference book. Rather
than offering a single bibliography of unduplicated refer-
ences for the entire work, we have provided a bibliography
for each chapter at its end. These six bibliographies should
provide a good starting point for pursuing further research
into these specific areas.

Though at least in part a celebrative publicationthe
committee worked diligently to ensure its completion in time
for CAUSE's 20th anniversary celebration at CAUSE91 The
Best of CAUSWEFFECTis also a publication to remind us not
only of thedevelopment of technology in the last decade, but
also of the development of those who have the daunting task
of managing that technology and advocating its effective use.
This book is dedicated to the 400 authors who have contrib-
uted articles to CAUSEIEFFECTsi nce its beginning, and to the
hundreds more who in coming years will continue the
tradition of sharing expertise and experiences for the benefit
of their colleagues and the profession.

From its early focus on administrative information systems,
the association's mission evolved and broadened through-
out the decade to its present mission of promoting the
effective planning, managing, and evaluating of all informa-
tion technologies in higher educationincluding academic,
administrative, and library computingas well as voice, data,
and video communications. Thus, in recent years, articles in
the magazine have begun to reflect the broader issues that
face our campuses.

As we look ahead to the next decade, it may be helpful
to summarize some lessons learned in the 80s, evithnt in the
articles overviewed in this retrospective publication:

I 0



2/The Best of CAUSE/EFFECT

that managing information technology extends beyond
the walls of the central computer center

that information systems and technology must support
all functions of the institutioninstruction, research,
public service, and administration

that information and the technologies that support its
creation and dissem ination are institution-wide resources
that must be managed and planned for

that computing professionals must be sensitive to and
work toward understanding the needs of all computer
users on campusfrom students, to faculty, to staff, to
administratorswhich means developing a quality and
service orientation.

In September 1981, the winner of the first CAUSE/EFFECT
Contributor of the Year Award, Robert). Robinson, closed his
award-winning article with a look toward the 80s:

The decade will be one of excitement and challenge in
highereducation, a decade in which many hopes of past
years for coherent use of information technologywill be
fulfilled. Today, more than ever, higher education re-
quires the best thoughts, ideas, criticisms, and coopera-
tion of its leaders as the new information technology is
assimilated.

With the spirit of cooperation, new brand of leadership, and
strong transformational vision that have emerged from the
80s, perhaps thiswi II be the decade in which those hopes are
finally fulfilled.



Rise of the Infrastructure/3

"The appropriate information technology environment for the future
of higher education will be centered on an institution-wide
information network, based upon broad access to personal

workstations, enhanced by a diverse set of server facilities, and
integrated through a coherent software environment."

Van Houweling, July 1985

Rise of the Infrastructure
by Kenneth J. Klingenstein and Mark A. Olson

t begins in the lab. Perhaps in a corner of a well-
Imanicured facility, as someone fabricates the first
transistor to imitate a vacuum tube, or passes
pulses of light through an optical fiber. This origin

may be a small office in academe, as a professor contemplates
the performance possible if one works only with simple
instruction sets, or in a garage, as a user group tries to figure
out what can be built around microprocessors. Something is
born, an idea or a technology, and the ripples build out.

How far and fast those ripples spread depends on much
besides the technology. Economic forces, legislative and
regulatory factors, the degree of standardization, and the
existence of other complimentary technologies all beargreat
influence on the future. Beyond these, user needs and the
workings of the marketplace play out just how a technology
transforms the world.

For computing and communications, the changes in
technology and the world it creates have been staggering
over the last twenty years. Coupled to the changes in the
structure and operation of colleges and universities, the
result has been a continuing set of challenges for higher
education in the management and use of computing and
information technology.

While the one constant in the environment is change,
the vortex of change has shifted during the period. Each
successful advance has enabled a set of new challenges, new
possibilities. In the age of the IBM 360, little was available,
so little was possible. No one talked of the GUI in 05/360;
no one suggested end-user computing when there were no
end-user devices. There was no discussion of network-based
information when there were no networks. Subsequent
progress, building on itself, has opened doors, creating
issues.

In the last year, two definitive articles in CAUSE/EFFECr
captured these shifts over time. The first, by Freeman and
York (Spring 1991), traced thl changes in computingand the
resulting impact on applications architecture. Exhibit 1 from

that article (see page 4) shows the transitions in computing
environments from the 1960s to the turn of the century.
Almost every component, from the computing platform
through the databases to the applications that run on these
systems, has undergone fundamental transformations and
will continue to evolve rapidly. As the authors point out, the
agent of change has been the technology:

The client/server concept emerged, not as a full-blown
architecture waiting for technology to make it feasible,
but rather out of the need to bring ordei o, and capital iZ2
on the capabilities provided by, this new computing
environment.
The second article addressed where we have been and

tracked where we need to go. In this visionary piece, Peters
(Summer 1991) described the technological and economic
imperatives that are bringing information into the informa-
tion age:

The use of networked information resources and ser-
vices promises to reduce the costs of acquiring library
materials, to stabilize the rate of growth of the space
required to house library materials, and to increase the
rate of use of library materials. It is not yet clear that these
specific promises will in fact be realized, but a great deal
of contemporary effort is motivated by the hope that they
will.

This chapter focuses on how the once and future transitions
in hardware, software, and analytic approaches have been
reflected in the pagesofCAUSE/EFFEamagazine.There have
been essays of remarkable insight, oredicting trends and
issues far ahead of thei r ti me. There have been re ports on new
architectures that have led us all forward. And, to be sure,
there have been some writings that have not aged so well,
works caught in a tempest that soon blew over. A look, then,
at how CAUSE/EFFECT has marked our technological pas-
sage.

1 2
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Exhibit
Computing Environment Evobition
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This matrix divides computing environment, into five generations that conveniently coincide with the start of a new

decade. (The precision of this alignment should not be taken literally, but the date indicates when that generation has

entered the mainstream.) It appears that many users are confused by the terminology adopted by vendors, as well as by

how evolving technologies relate to their own knowledge and experience. This matrix presents a schema for the

description of computing environments, which outlines some basic shifts occurring in the technology of data processing.

The key idea behind 1e diagram is that certain style changes in the environment can be grouped at a series of time

boundaries, and that the characteristics of each generation seriously affect thr skills and resources required to enjoy

success at that level. Thinking about computing environments within this framework should help in understanding the

value and relevance of installed technologies and methods, evaluating the positioning and capabilities of vendors, and

making decisions about the deployment of resources to support strategIc information goals.
From Freeman arid Yuric, Spring 1991

The Early Years
CAUSE/EFFECT was launched in 1978. By that time,

university computing was three decades old, and was be-
ginning a rapid transition in hardware and software. After

two decades of development in mainframe computing,
minicomputers had entered the arena. Minis caused two
fundamental shifts in the traditional computing paradigm. By
offering cheaper and abundant cycles, they gave life to the
concept of interactive computing and a host of new applica-

tions (from word processing to real-time systems). The sec-
ond impact was to negate the idea of the monolithic com-
puter, and suggest that computing environments would
become distributed and heterogeneous. To achieve that
environment would require additional invention, but there
were folks at work in the labs.

Still, those early issues of CAUSE/EFFECT dealt with the
environment at hand. Articles examined application pro-
gramming in the traditional sense, how to justify mainframe

13



upgrades, and the operation of state-wide un iversity comput-
ing centers. The challenge of the day was to Improve the
funaionality of payroll/personnel systems.

But, in a visionary article in November 1981, Chachra
analyzed the activities in the labs, and made a number of
predictions that proved quite accurate. By considering the
progress in CPU performance and memory cost, Chachra
projected thr "the cost of computingwill be governed not by
hardware costs, but rather by personnel, software, and
communication costs.' (That much of his reason for this
prediction was based upon a belief in the Josephson junction
should remind us that even the best of seers are sometimes
right for the wrong reasons.) He also foretold the movement
from tape to disk, and that "as more and more operating
system functions get built into the hardware or microcode,
the luxury of making local mods may cease to exist.'

By 1982, the pages of the magazine began to carry
reports by the avatar institutions on new hardware and new
applications, and the resultant changes in the analytic and
organizational perspectives of the institutions. For example,
in March of 1982, Wineland talked not only of the advent of
word processing, but of electronic mail as well:

Carnegie-Mellon is becoming deeply irwolved in ... the
use of a computer to enhance human-to-human com-
munication in several modesz dedicated word process-
ing system, word processing package on a general-
purpose minicomputer, computer mail, text editor, text
formatter, spelling checker, and programmable printer.

This same article provided another harbinger of the future
when Wineland innocently noted that "the computer science
department has ten Xerox Altos." The personal cemputer
was at our doorstep.

Advent of the PC and Rise of Networks
The landscape shifted forever in 1982 with the intro-

duction of the IBM PC. While there were already micros
sprinkled in academic sites, they lacked the imprimatur
status that the IBM logo brought.

Articles describing the application of PCs to campus
computing began to appear regularly in CAUSE/EFFECT,
culminating in a special July 1983 issue that was devoted to
the new technology. There were articles for the uninitiated,
defining terms and uses (Harris), essays from schools knee-
deep into deployment (Bomzer), and an alert about some of
the difficulties that PCs could cause in administrative com-
puting. While this latter management issue was leading some
institutions to tightly control the acquisition of PCs, Doty
opened our eyes to the real solution:

Most efforts to curb the flood of small computers have
been through hardware approval policies, but the real
issue is the control of information. Ease of use is easily
turned into ease-of-abuse. Data processing managers
who want to avoid the dangers of uncontrolled decen-
tralization will need top management recognition of
data as a corporate asset and support for procedures to
control the management of data on all devices.

4

Rise of the Infrastructure/:

While the tide of PCs rushed in, a debate arose about
their value beyond the obvious stand-alone applications
such as word processing and simple spreadsheets. As users
attempted more sophisticated use, such as database applica-

41.111=

"It is tempting to delay the implementation of
these changes because the technology will
become faster, or cheaper, or to wait for others
to make the mistakes. Many institutions will wait
too long

tions or decision support tools, significant obstacles arose,
based largely on the need to move both data and their
meanir% between computingenvironments. Essays in CAUSE/
EFFECT discussed the conflict between centralized and
distributed systems; the issue was sometimes misconceived
as an either/or choice. Yet, for some authors, the issue was
clean the challenge was how to effectively couple both
distributed and central computing. And, as before, in the labs
there was work on the key piece to answering the chal-
lengecomputer networks.

Again, as with distributed versus centralized computing,
there was a tendency to cast the issues as diametric choices.
Was the campus communications environment to be mul-
tiple separate networks or a single multimedia service? In a
September 1983 Current Issues article, Kelley placed the
issue into context

An integrated communications utility does not preclude
separate cable and switch systems for voice, data, and
video. However, a fragmented management approach
to communications resources precludes the flexibility of
using the most cost effective solution, whether it be
integrated or not.

Kelley also identified that "... the integrated management
organization must precede the integrated technical imple-
mentation."

The campus network environment exploded with the
rapidity of the PC wave, and within a year of the special issue
on microcomputers, a special CAUSE/EFFECT issue on
campus networks was published. In his kick-off article in that
issue (September 1984), West referred to 'the contagion
period for telecommunications in higher education." The
gamut of articles in that focus issue reflected the spread of the
matter.

Arns and Urban provided a comprehensive discussion
of the overarching issues, and in doing so laid a blueprint for
many schools to follow. Covering the territory from media
issues to information integrity, they urged that institutions
embrace networks.

It is tempting to delay the implementation of these
changes because the technology will become faster, or
cheaper, or to wait for others to make the mistakes. many
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institutions will waii too long; the technology will al-
ways be improving and getting cheaper. The rate ... of ...
adopting the microcomputer makes it imperative that
we bring informiiion technologies promptly to center
stage. The integration of the micro implies the estab-
lishment of a data communications network and the
attendant adjustments in the way we conduct our ac-
tivities.
Klingenstein talked of the value of a campus-wide net-

work to provide access to multiple platforms and applica-
tions. Wnile the network can provide the glue, it begets the

°Certainly it will take us a generation or more to
fully comprehend the possible impact on our
lives of the integration of computing and
communications."

need for consistent interfaces and applications. The lack of
these was an example of Murphy's Law, "which is quite
prevalent in a discipline where micron precision is critical
but the discrepancy in so-called standards is rampant." Bleed
demonstrated the theory in practice in a description of the
installation of the network at the Maricopa Colleges, the
success of which was due to "the chief executive officer's
total commitment to using the ... system.°

Also worth noting in that CAUSEIEFFECT focus issue on
telecommunications/networking was McCredie's article
about the developments of external networks, in which he
sketched the rise of the major computer networks (Arpanet,
BITNET, and so forth) and signalled the path to be taken:

Since there are no political forces in the United States to
limit the number of different academic networks, ... they
will continue to grow in size and proliferate in variety.
This growth will be compounded by the constantly
decreasing cost of computer hardware. This prolifera-
tion has obvious associated costs and disadvantages.
However, the newness of this field and the dynamic
growth of new ideas are such that it is premature to try
to restrict the growth with artificia' means. Gateways
among networks offer the only reasonable technical and
organizational approach to the problems inherent in this
proliferation.

The Marriage of PCs and Networking
Chachra foretold the impact of microcomputers and the

networks that would connect and augment them in a July
1982 Current Issues article. Referencing the theory of W. J.
McKeefery that there are only a handful of technologies
three to be exactthat multiply man's ability to perform a
task by a factor of a million or more, Chachra noted,

The combination of computers and communications
begins to achieve a million multiplication of a million

multiplier. Certainly it will take us a generation or more
to fully comprehend the possible impact on our lives of
the integration of computing and communications.

His response to the question"How do we prepare our-
selves to take advantage of this powerful combinationr
was: "We mug move towards an environment that has
multipurpose workstations connected to multifunction net-
works.'

As the number of PCs and networks grew, so too did the
reflections in CAUSE/EFFECT. Two articles, one practical
and one visionary, led the way towards the integration of the
technologies. "Servicing Personal Computers,' an award-
winning article by Heterick and Khanna (January 1985)
identified the critical services that PC users would need from
the network: "Workstations can be supported by 'service
machines' which offer specialized services such as print and
graphics, file storage, mail, etc. as value-added featuros."
Their article provided a detailed analysis of these needs :did
suggested, quite wisely:

... several years will be required for vendors to develop
products that address the campus computer network
marketplace. While such products are under develop-
ment, it is possible for the campus network to utilize
existing resources (i.e., mainframes) to begin. ... The
nucleus of the concept is the file service machine and a
client interface protocol.
The second notable article, a Viewpoint by Van

Houweling (July 1985), reinforced the role of the network in
the computing and information setting of the university:

The appropriate information technology environment
for the future of higher education will be centered on an
institution-wide information network, based upon broad
access to personal workstations, enhanced by a diverse
set of server facilities, and integrated through a coherent
software environment. ... In other words, the informa-
tion network will occupy the institutional niche formerly
occupied by the central computer.
As is the case with any new technology, the rise of

networks created a host of management and planning con-
cerns, addressed by Creutz's thoughtful evaluation ot such
issues as coordination, cost control, functionality, flexibility,
and relationship between telecommunications and manage-
ment information systems. His article (May 1986) included
an action plan to assist an institution in "rationalizing" its
telecommunications services.

Of course, not all institutions had the opportunity to
carefully plan their campus networks. For the many cam-
puses who needed to jump in quickly, True and Rosenwald
provided a blueprint for a refreshing alternative. In the July
1986 CAUSE/EFFECT, they outlined a semi-planned
prototyping scheme.

To make the project happen quickly, we established
some informal ground rules. We would not study the
project to death. We would select one vendor, install the
system, form a users group, and see what happened. The
users would evaluate and select the software. Comput-
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ing Services would offer some training on the use of the
LAN and the user group would hopefully offer peer
training based on the *emerging expert srdrome.'

Indeed, while their experience was with LAN dwelopment,
their conclusion was more widely applicable: "The key to
end-user satisfaction in this, as in all projecs, is end-user
involvement."

Harnessing the Power
It's safe to say that the interest of CAUSEIEFFECTreaders

and authors in computers and networks lies less in the
technologies themselves than in the managemern systems
and useful applications that can be built upon them. The
steady progress in hardware over the last twenty years has
forced a fundamental change in how we analyze our man-
agement needs and design systems to meet them.

The transitions in software and system design are less
dramatic than in hardware. As Freeman and York put it:

At the moment, the industry is still "out ahead of its
blocky's"; the hardware is available to assemble com-
plex webs of powerful workstations and servers, but it is
not yet matched by the standards and the software
technology for using and managing these resources
productively.

Still, there have been major changes in the applications
environment, and the pages of CAUSEIEFFECTbore witness.

The history of CAUSE/EFFECT has revealed dramatically
the evolution of the systems environments and methodolo-
gies with which we have developed and delivered our
applications systems. Early insights anticipated the evolution
of new software design and development tools, and recent
articles argue the arrival of these techniques. From tradi-
tional methods of systems development life cycle design to
iterative prototyping and fourth-generation language code-
generation tools and software engineering technology, we
have witnessed and participated in a fundamental change in
both the method and the systems available to manage our
applications development processes. A review of these
changes as they appeared in CA USE/EFFECT provides more
than anecdotal diversion, rather, anticipation of developments
yet to come.

In an early cry for a revision to our systems design
methodology, well before our systems provided us with the
tools to fully take advantage of the theory, Rice (May 1979)
suggested heuristic design techniques:

Software design needs to be more like a science or
technology. However, there is no generally accepted
method for developing the body of knowledge neces-
sary to make the transition. While none of these prob-
lems are new, a solution continues to evade us.

He argued for a heuristic approach to recording design and
programming problem solutions, to relating new application
challenges to previously solved (recorded) problems, and to
replacing original solutions when new ones are determined.
What evaded the profession in 1979 were the systems tools
and environments that we can begin to access today. Rice's

Rise of the Infrastructure/7

a... an environment should be crcated in which
users can do more and more of their own
computer-related work.°

article constituted an early call for computer-assisted soft-
ware engineering (CASE) and principles inherent in a design
methodology that takes careful advantage of already solved
problems and design techniques. His heuristic approach
revealed an early understanding of the dynamic and recur-
sive nature of iterative systems design and programming
development.

Two years later, Chachra (November 1981) presented
what was essentially a very technical and hardware-oriented
analysis, but he could not ignore the real impact of the tools
we use and personnel costs:

Since software costs are linked very closely to personnel
costs, it is expected that its rate of inocase will follow the
trends for personnel costs, at least until more advanced
software development tools become available.

Anticipating later issues of distributed computing, he added:
... anenvironment should be created in which users can
do more and more of their own computer-related work.
This would apply both to the operation of information
systems and to the development of software.

Surely tooay's discussions of Upper CASE, Lower CASE, l-
CASE, and the sales of products such as Knowledgeware,
Programmer Workbench, AD/Cycle, and the list goes on,
were anticipated by Chachra a decade ago, and the impact
on personnel costs are being realized.

In an article about Clemson Universitys systems devel-
opment approach (March 1982), Alexander detailed the
components of their design and development methodology:
(1) online report request software; (2) online table mainte-
nance systems; (3) integrated data dictionary; (4) common
techniques in online systems development. Remarkably,
Clemson computer professionals developed their own tools,
though Alexander anticipated what we see today:

There are many productivity aids being marketed which
promise to reduce drastically the drudgery of systems
development. These aids are usually linked closely with
a particular database management system and telepro-
cessing monitor. The next generation of productivity
aids used at Clemson will most likely be totally vendor-
suppl ied software, rather than locally written extensions
to vendor software.
Echoing both Alexander and Chachra, Sholtys (Novem-

ber 1983) wrote about the potential for systems prototyping
with 4G1 tools:

A basic challenge facing campus computing centers is
one of supply and demand: the demand for information
systems far outstrips the supply of personnel availableto
develop the systems. Significant programming backlogs
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are a way of life at most centers. New software tools with
the potential to improve systems development produc-
tivity are available but utilization is not widespread.

One might suggest that today we still do not see "wide-
spread" use of readily availabie tools and what are really best
called *systems environments" fur development and deliv-
ery of application systems.

Another call for use of prototyping techniques, by Lowry
and Little (July 1985), sensed the need to tie these new
methods to traditional development methodologies, while
urging transformation of the basic methodological founda-
tions. These authors had found success at the University of
Miami through prototyping but learned an important lesson:

in our first attempt to incorporate prototyping into (tradi-
tional) systems development, the prototype was intro-

"The technology to implement effective client/
server systems is now emerging, but key
standards, tools, and skills necessary to construct
them are only nominally available."

duced at the end of the design phase, and was con-
structed to validate the systems specifications. This
approach actually added steps to the development pro-
cess and may have cost as much as 10 percent in total
development time. The traditional methodology had
guided the project team through a structured implemen-
tation pattern, whereas the prototyping approach could
have eliminated several steps. In hindsight, much of the
time spent in the classical process was wasted.

Just as our development tools and systems environments
advance, so must our basic life cycle development method-
ologies evolve.

As database technology became increasingly nvre so-
phisticated, the significance of the interface between user
and computer grew. Nicholes (January 1988) recognized the
limitations in this area in spite of rapid technological ad-
vances:

In the last several years, we have seen science fiction
become near reality, yet in the area of man-machine
interaction, we are still extremely limited. Although
television depicted Star Treks Mrs. Spock or Captain
Kirk speaking to the ship's on-board computer, and
getting the response back in friendly and conversational
tones, for all of the romance of such scenes, the true state
of the art is just now beginni ng to approach that capabil-
ity. A more realistic approach is found in the increasing
use of database query languages.

His article reviewed database technology and the pros and

cons of end-user use of database query languages, specifi-
cally addressing the issues of training, accuracy of reports,
conflicting employee tasks, and levels of complexity. He

concluded that "tools such as data query languages can
greatly enhance the ability of workers today to get their jobs
done. And for now, that's what it is all about."

Certainly Heterick anticipated the need to link our
strategic vision of information systems architecture and
methodologies with our business needs and goals. In his
classic 'single systems image" article (September 1986) he
wrote,

Our major problems will occur in the transition from
where we are today to where the strategy suggests we
should be in five years, We should treat such problems
as tactical questions, resolved in the context of the
strategy we follow, but addressed in terms of the technol-
ogy available when the tactical problem is identified.
Fundamental to this transition is the establishment of an
information systems infrastructure.

The key is that we must ensure that our development
methodologies and techniquesiake place within a context of
a strategic vision, grounded in an advancing technology,
enabling significant advantages and enterprise-wide trans-
formations in our information systems development.1

The New Paradigm: Networked Infonnatkm Resources
As we enter the 90s, CAUSWEFFECT continues to pro-

vide articles that point to where we are headed. Several
recent articles directly addressed issues we will likely face in
this decade. Freeman and York's comprehensive work on
technological architectures predicted:

Client/server computing is as imponant to the 1990s as
the time-sharing model was to the 1980s. It will initially
cause confusion but will ultimately lead to systems that
are highly functional, easy to use, and affordable. The
technology to implement effective client/server systems
is now emerging, but key standards, tools, and skills
necessary to construct them are only nominally avail-
able. Hence the transition to this new environment will
not take place overnight; rather i& will emerge gradually
in the coming decade.
A major development of the 1990s will likely be cam-

pus-wide information systems (CWIS). These wide-access
systems contain "popular information ranging from com-
pendia (such as intramural schedules or dining hall menus)
through academic information (academic calendars, course
catalogues, and so forth), to personal services (such as job
postings and question-and-answer exchanges on institu-
tional or social topics). CWIS offer colleges and universities
the opportunities to post volatile information in a timely
manner and can help students cope with the maze of
institutional bureaucracy I / providing information on de-
mand. While the CWIS technology is fairly standard, the
management of the system and the data are no'. well-

1See Dennhardt's Chapter 2 discussion of other CAUSEIEFFECTarticles
that have dealt with the need to build an information architecture and
systems that fit institutional stra.....^ies, pp. 13-15.
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understood. Using and reconciling multiple information
streams, the potential and the liabilities of electronic support
services, and the social consequences of CW1S, will un-
doubtedly be explored in the pages of CAUSE/EFFECTin the
years to come.

Continuing its approach of devoting special issues to
topics of temporal importance, the Summer 1990 CAUSE/
EFFECT focused on libraries and information technology.
Heterick's article on networked information resources in that
issue laid out the threat to academic research libraries:

What are probably already the largest buildings on
campus can be expected to double in size every 1 0 to15
years. If for no other reason than to blunt th is exponenti al
increase in physical size, libraries will need to find a way
to serve their patrons without being repositories for some
significant segment of the world's information stock in
the form of physical artifacts.

Heterick cited many obstacles, from converting current
physical libraries to electronic form to library accreditation
metrics to the problems of the current copyright law. His call
to arms will serve as our agenda for the next few years:

A paradigm shift for libraries is under way. Its full
development awaits the resolution of a number of thorny
societal problems. Libraries must look to state and
federal governments for help in resolving copyright and
*fee for service vs. public good' issues, and networks
must become populated not only with bibliographic
offerings of libraries, but with full text.
Z39.50, a bibliographic search language identified by

Heterick as one of the keys to this development, was the topic
of an article by Lynch in that same issue. After describing the
model of the scholar's workstation, he admitted that 'the
reality today falls hopelessly short of the vision.' Describing
the potential of Z39.50 to control access and searches on
remote databases, he listed the limits of the language, and,
more importantly, the I imits of the surroundi ng environment.

It is essential to recognize that Z39.50 interfaces can
only be used in conjunction with other standards ... on
data elements and transfer formats. As information server
technology comes to be applied to more and more
different types of data, it will be necessary to come to
rapid, parallel working agreements ... describing the
types of data in question.
In closing, we return to the Peters' article cited at the

beginning of this chapter. His list of the overarching chal-
lenges for the 90s and the information age are a fitting end to
this discussion, and an excellent challenge as we face the
future emerging from the infrastructure we have built in the
past decade:

Wi.1 networked information resources and services
become as useful as we envision? ... become opportuni-
ties available to all who seek to learn and think? ...
become familiar and trusted features of the libraries of
research and education communities? ... become ufields
of dreams" for wh ich the guiding principle will be: if we
build them, the users will come"?

Rise of the Infrastructure/9

Throughout the march of technology in the last half of the
twentieth century, our profession has kept, arx1 must con-
tinue to keep, a steady eye on the goal of serving our campus
community. To this end, we must ask, as Peters does:

Why will these benefits contribute to the quality of life
and the inspiration of intellect? Without applying this
test to our activities and aspirations we can never know
whether we are working on the things that can make the
greatest difference in the course of human affairs.
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Information Systems Development and Management /I 1

"To be effective, information systems must be kept modular,
flexible, and reflective of the organization

in which they function. All suggestions for the development ofa
comprehensive and all-purpose university-wide system

should be considered with skepticism."
Wyatt, Fall 1989

Information Systems
Development and Management
by Sandra T. Dennhardt

The prototype issue of CAUSE/EFFECT (January
1978) announced that feature articles published in
the magazine would address issues and activities
related to three major categories: college and

university management and the management of the infor-
mation systems resource; systems development techniques
and management of the development process; and applica-
tions systems. Thus it is not surprising that a major focus of
the magazine in those early years was on how information
systems are developed, used, and managed, and how they in
turn support institutional manapment and decision-making.

In reviewing some of the significant articles published in
the magazine related to information systems, several topics
presented themselves as logical subdivisions in this area:

Approaches to Information Systems Development
Information Systems to Support Academic and Adminis-
trative Operations
information Systems to Support Management and Deci-
sion-Making

Approaches to Information Systems Development
Throughout the decade, approaches to systems devel-

opment was an abiding concern of the profession and the
topic of many CAUSEIEFFECTarticles. A common objective
in many of the articles referenced here was concern over
how better systems could be developed faster.

One of the earliest articles to address system design
concerns was Alexander's (November 1978) discussion of
the design and implementation of an intvgrated financial
control system at Clemson University. We are seeing a
resurgence of the issue of integrated systems in tha °cross-
functional systems" theories that are popular today.
Alexander's observations are still pertinent

The analysts involved in the design of the financial
systems and database must begin by viewing in broad

terms the fiscal operation of the University. Ultimately,
all systems and information must function as parts of this
cycle, and a basic understanding of this cycle is manda-
tory for those people attempti ng to structure the data and
design these systems. Integrated systems can become a
reality only if individual department functions and data
are viewed as part of a comprehensive picture.
In his November 1981 article, Patrick recommended

beginning the implementation of a new system by first
identifying an ideal system model that would permit future
improvements as resources became available.

The first step was to identify the characteristics of an
ideal gudent records System. Then, by applying resource
constraints to the characteristics, the committee devel-
oped a conceptual design that would fit in our envi-
ronment and coulfi approach the ideal as resource levels
increased.

Characteristics of the ideal system noted by the authorwere:
integrated (common information in central location), cu-
mulative (storing all necessary data), perpetual (referenceto
data retention), and flexible.

In the early years, some IS organizations attempted to
incorporate a highly structured, standards-oriented process
for developing applications. Experiences of many IS staff
professionals with such approaches have proven that such
structure increased the overhead associated with systems
development, often without providing the quality enhance-
ment expected. The more recent approaches of fast
prototyping, use of CASE tools, and Joint Application Design
(JAD) are, hopefully, more likely to improve quality and
timeliness of information system development. The latter
was the topic of an article by Kent and Smithers (May1988),
in which the authors described how theJAD method works,
what results can be expected, how to adapt JAD to an
educational environment (itwas originally pioneered by IBM
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in the early 80s), and how to ensure that MD produces a
successful functional design: 'While the JAD technique can
be used effectively in almost all stages of systems develop-
ment, the greatest benefit can be gained via integration with
other tools and techniques.'

As a mechanism for providing a framework for under-
standing "a complex, rapidly expanding bundle of comput-
ingtechnologies," Calbos (March 1984) reviewed the evolu-
tion of administrative data processing systems at the Univer-
sity of Georgia using several system implementation models.

"The estimation and examination of the
life-cycle costs of each application should be
part of the organization's strategicplanning
process for computer systems."

He discussed a number of theories and proposed that the
Imminent proliferation of intelligent, sophisticated, power-
ful word processors and microcomputers may very well call
for a re-definition of the stage thesis (of the evolution of data
processing)." He concluded with these interesting su es-

tions for designers of large-scale information systems:
Do not forget that an information system already
exists in every organization. Georgia's began in
1785.
Periodically take a thoughtful planning perspective
on information system building
Develop a selective strategy for building informa-
tion systems
Recognize the existence of political subtleties and
pockets of resistance
Develop a strategy appropriate to the stage lof
evolutioni and to the understanding of manage-
ment.

An unresolved question regarding the development of
systems is whether it is better to purchase application soft-
ware or develop it with in-house staff. No defense for either
position appears here, but two CAUSEIEFFECT articles rec-
ognized that many of the same fundamental planning and
management principles found in building system in-house
apply as well when purchasing commercial packages.

The i mportance of planning and identifying a long-range
strategy, for example, was emphasized by Sherron and
Gattone (November 1983). Their methodology for selection
of a library information system for Maryland began with the
development of several planning documents or proposals:

A master plan was developed which addressed the long-
range plans for the use of computing in libraries. ... In
addition, the University libraries developed a five-year
plan which, while addressing automation, primarily
focused on the services the I i brari es expected to provide.

Only after this groundwork was laid was an RFP prepared,
which induded a list of mandatory requirements to be used
in vendor evaluation. The techn ical evaluation was followed
by the financial evaluation and the selection analysis. The
authors noted that "the actual carefully worked ctit proce-
dure ... provided the framework whereby the University
libraries were able to evaluate proposed products against a
list of agreed-upon needs.°

Haugen and Nedwek (Winter 1988) applied the use of
prototyping and simulation as decision tools ir. :he imple-
mentation of purchased software, noting: 'Purchased soft-
ware is not an 'off-the-shelf solution, and implementation
must be viewed as a system development process.'

While usually associated with traditional system devel-
opment efforts, prototyping also has application within
a purchased-software implementation ... to integrate the
purchased software and associated training with system
analysis requirements and to develop a final product
focus. ... A prototype was created combining the pur-
chased software with a functional 1St. Louis Universityl
database. There were three important outcomes: deci-
sions were forced, procedural assumptions disappeared,
and teams were sensitized to the importance of interteam
coordination and communication. A simulated registra-
tion using students and off:ce personnel was carried out
to test final design decisions. The simulations validated
policies and procedures from both service provider and
client group perspectives.
By the end of the decade, many colleges and universities

that had been on the forefront in developing administrative
information systems were finding those aging systems were
no longer able to serve the changing needs of users. Heller
(Summer 1990) addressed an important strategic approach
to replacement of aging systems in his articleabout system
revitalization at mrr. He began with these interesting ob-
servations on system life cycle costs for maintenance:

The commonly held belief among many information
technology professionals is that the systems life-cycle
costs for application development and maintenance
costs ... are heavyduringdevelopment and comparatively
minimal for maintenance. As an application ages, the
real dollar cost to maintain and operate it usually increases
each year. if the real dollar cost of maintaining an older
system is not increasing annually, then one should
examine whether or not all maintenance requests are
being met on a timely basis. ... The estimation and
examination of the life-cycle costs of each application
should be part of the organization's strategic planning
process for computer systems.
Heller reviewed a remodeling project that included a

major restructuring of a database resulting in several signifi-
cant improvements. He concluded: "By extending the life of
the system and postponing the capital expense of replacing
it, we have Mee resources available to address priorities in
other areas."
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Applications to Swart
Academic and Administrative Operations

Information systems support academic and administra-
tive functions on campus, and increasingly the campus
community has come to realize that the library of the future
will be managed through automated information systems as
well. Many innovative applications have been developed on
college and university campuses, some of which have been
shared through CAUSEAFFECT articles.

An early innovative application at the West Virginia
University School of Dentistry, the Omnibus Dental Online
Treatment and Information Control System (coomncs),
was the subject of an article by Graham, Biddington, Rich-
mond, and Sizemore (July 1982), who later thatyear became
the recipients of the 1982 CAUSE/EfFECTContributor of the
Year Award for their article. According to the authors,

ODONTICS has fulfilled the principal goal for which it
was designed, i.e the enhancement of quality assur-
ance in a clinical teaching program that mixes compre-
hensive patient care with a departmental organization.
In addition it has shown itself to be very promising in
numerous areas of adminisxration as well as educational
and institutional research.
On the academic side, student systems of all kinds have

enjoyed much of the limelight in CAUSE/EFFECT. The direct
impact of a computer system on the educational processwas
the topic of an article by Edwards, Costello, and Gallagher
(November 1981). Minicomputer information systems were
developed to computerize the data collection required to
manage medical student field encounters and to provide a
testing system to measure the student experiences. One of
the end products was a transcript, with meaningful
documentation of all clinical encounters, which was pre-
pared for each student at the time of graduation. The authors
noted that "this experience has enriched the professional life
of ... program staff by providing a deeper appreciation for the
potential value of computers In medical education." The
systems were considered to be Important interlocking com-
ponents of the educational program" at Nebraska. In addi-
tion, the project demonstrated the °potential for cost savings
... by widespread use of such a jointly developed and
distributed system."

Two CAUSE/EFFECT articles related to student IDs have
demonstrated innovative uses of technology. The first article,
by Ridenour and Ferguson (March 1986), described the
development of an early machine-readable student ID card
system which relied on up-to-date computer-stored data for
validation rather than thw possession of a once-validated
card. This eliminated the requirement for several ID cards
and provided for real-time validation of student status. It is
interesting to axrpare this to the more recent use of a bank
card as a multi-function campus ID card at Florida State
University, described by James and Norwood (Summer
1991). This project merged several technologies to make
possible the ACCESS cardsimultaneously a bank ATM
card, a student ID card, and a debit cardwhich resulted in
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many unexpected benefits and promised even mare in the
future.

Bositm College also developed a system that addressed
the student's needs and provided direct service delivery by
the creative application of technology used in the commer-
cial environment. Springfield (Winter 1990) described the U-

^The ATM has proven to be an effective way to
distribute information to students, free
administrators of tedious tasks, and generally
improve the quality of life at Boston College.'

VIEW system, which allowed students to display and print
their campus records at automated teller machines located
throughout the university. ATM technology solved the prob-
lem of durable, secure, and easy to use equipment. The
author anticipated additional uses of this technology, noting:
"The ATM has proven to be an effective way to distribute
information to students, free administrators of tedious tasks,
and generally improve the quality of life at Boston College.°

A major break-through in student-related applications
was documented by Rasband, Chi Ids, and Tomlinson (March
1986) in an article that featured the first campus development
and implementation of touch-tone registration, at Brigham
Young University. The authors noted that "with students
doing their own data entry, the registration office experi-
enced an increase in telephone calls (and] the staff now
found themselves interacting with people rather than with
computer terminals." By the end of the decade, dozens of
campuses were following BYU's lead in efforts to more
effectively serve students through voice response systems.

As microcomputers were i ntrod uced to ca mpuses a round
the country, articles documenting how the new technology
was being applied appeared in CAUSE/EFFECT. In many
cases, the first administrative usage, beyond stand-alone
spreadsheets and word processing, involved the develop-
ment of decision support systems. Decision support financial
modeling systems using microcomputers were the topics of
articles by Brown and Droegemueller (July 1983) and Cloutier
and Hoffman (January 1985). In July 1985, Shumate reported
a similar implementation which had the added advantage of
mainframe connectivity.

Information Systems to Support Campus Management
Management information systems (MIS) proponents have

emphasized the importance of IS supporting management
and decision-making in the corporate world, and many
CAUSE/EFFECF authors throughout the decade have consis-
tently worked to relate MIS concepts to higher education
planning and management. In one of the earliest of the*,
Gardner and Parker (May 1978) concluded that the value of
MIS in higher education wastheir potential utility in effective
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"Credibility of the information will be less than
or equal to the credibility of the weakest
database."

political position building rather than conventional manage-
ment problem solving:

If the idea that information is needed to manage, i.e., to
improve unilateral decisions (problem solve), can be
discarded, focus of system development efforts can shift
to production of information useful in the political
processes by which the institutions are actually gov-
erned.
In a similar probe, Bryson and Posey (July 1980) raised

policy questions concerning whether the development of
statewide data systems was efo4ctive. A number of their
comments remain relevant today:

Instead of meeting information needs, statewide
systems are generally characterized by an informa-
tion lag.
The range of problems found in various statewide
data systems suggests that the source of discord is
more human than technical.
While many statewide data systems were devel-
oped in response to anticipated needs for account-
ability, in reality they often gather massive amounts
of data that are rarely interpreted for administrative
or managerial use. Perhaps in the 80s more empha-
sis can be placed upon efforts to develop realistic
assumptions to make statewide data systems rele-
vant, usable, and accountable.
Reassessment of large-scale data systems in higher
education should deal primarily with underlying
policy assumptions and human factors and avoid
tendencies to concentrate on technical methods of
implementation.

Several articles addressed the importance of under-
standing and supporting the enterprise in whi ch the informa-
tion systems were being developed, especially the culture
and organization of the campus and how they affect, and are
affected by, information systems. Fox and Groff (July 1979)
proposed:

Mission and purpnse are the core for all institutional
goals and ... data modules are interrelated with each
other and should be supportive of the institutional goals.
Data play an important role in the planning process as
well as in the management and evaluating functions.
Data are needed: (1) about environmental assumptions
upon which to base planning; (2) about potential clients
and unmet societal needs growing out of a needs assess-
ment or market analysiVmarket segmentation process;
and (3) for managing those institutional areas just
specified. The data analysis process must strive to pro-

duce meaning as it relates to efficiency and effectiveness
of relating dollars to institutional goals and objectives.
Ams (September 1979) also recognized the need to

understand the enterprise for IS to support campus admin-
istration. He described a model to illustrate administrative
relationships within his university, and explored the influence
of organizational characteristics on the functioning of the
institution to determine principles for the design and appli-
cation of information systems.

One of the most noteworthy characteristics of a univer-
sity is the existence of an organizational structure which
differs markedly from the program structure. Formal
communication in the university tends to follow the
structural (bureaucratic) lines and such communication
is believed to be notoriously poor. The way in which
information is organized and presented influences be-
havior, whether or not that is the intention.

Arns itemized principles for the design of management
information systems, being sensitive to institutional needs as
well as those of the administrators using the systems:

a. Keep the presentation of information clear and
simple

b. Credibility of the information will be less than or
equal to the credibility of the weakest database

c. Display as little as is possible to decrease the danger
of information overload

d. When possible, valid extramural information should
be part of the official internal information system

e. The official organizational communication system
should present the same information to each ad-
ministrator

f. The design of information systems should not block
comparison with information from an earlier period

Much later, Wyatt (Fall 1989) discussed information
systems as potentially a °trusted colleague' to decision-
makers, noting the need for these information systems to
reflect the organizations they serve. He noted that universi-
ties differ from their business counterparts in their hetero-
geneous management styles and organizational structure.
°To be effective, information systems must be kept modular,
flexible, and reflective of the organization in which they
function.° Wyatt suggested rules for information system
development, including: (a) decision-makers using manage-
ment systems should be involved in their development; (b)
data must reflect the individual institutional situation at the
highest level of aggregation possible; (c) systems must have
executive mentors, leaders in the executive ranks who keep
the system relevant; (d) information systems should stick to
the straightforward and understandable; (e) all suggestions
for the development of a comprehensive and all-purpose
university-wide system should be considered with skepticism.

Arns and Curran (September 1983) proposed that the
survival and success of an organization depend in large
measure on the extent to which it looks to the future, noting
that the information needed for decision-making depends
upon the kinds of decisions being madefrom strategic
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planning. through tactical planning management control, to
operational control, noing that "the Management informa-
tion Systems (MIS) of most organizations are designed for
operational control.' The authors made these observations
about developing information systems for strategic planning:

Because of the need to provide new information on short
notice and to change the organization of information
frequently, we have avoided "Fwoduction" systems for
strategic planning or tactical planning/management
control applications. Sensitivity to strategic planning/
implementation considerations at the level of produc-
tion systems has been mainly directed to issues of data
element definition and to data integrity. We have experi-
enced the need for kinds of information not previously
gatheredmuch of it from outside of the institution
land) have found the availability of a non-procedural
application development language and of a strong sta-
tistical package essential.
Miselis (Summer 1989) viewed information systems as a

'key unifying force' for campuses, and identified the need
for information systems professionals to gain more expertise
in planning and planning processes. She concluded with
three results to be gained by moving agwessively forward
with integrated planning and information resource man-
agement:

Greatly ffiproved institution-wide strategic plan-
ning and management
Greater understanding of both academic and ad-
ministrative information as a strategic institutional
resource
Greater cooperation between the significant organi-
zational units involved in planning, to produce
stronger and more unified support for the institution's
strategic plan.

The importance of establishing an 'information
architecture" as the basis for building information systems to
support the management/decision-making process has been
and still is an important IS topic. Two articles from CAUSE/
EFFECTpublished eight years apartrepresent this phi-
losophy well. The first, written by Craft and Legere (March
1983), described a process analysis method, using matrices
to identify functions, primary responsibilities, and the in-
formation flow in order to analyze and define sygem needs.
The secund article, by Vogel and Wetherbe (Summer 1991),
recommended avoiding the development of fragmented,
piecemeal systems by studying the overall information re-
quirements of an organization and developing an architec-
ture to provide a °road map' for developing various infor-
mation systems that must be tied together. Their methodol-
ogy included the creation of an analytical planning model
consisting of nine stages. The authors described the use of
process matrices reminiscent of those proposed by Craft and
Legere (though more detailed) for recording and analyzing
the information collected as the planning model is followed.

Finally, an article by Quinn, published more than a
decade ago (May 1979), addressed a topic that is enjoying a
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lot of attention in todays business literature and relates to the
'responsibility center management" approach that has
emerged on some university campuses. Quinn's article
described Alfred University's forward-loolcing policy of de-
centralizing decision-making throughout the university by
providing more information to all levels of decision-makers.
Key systems were rewritten at Alfred to provide the necessary

°Good technology may establish sufficiency in
meeting functional DSS requirements, but it
does not assure success."

additional reporting to support this philosophy. The author
closed with this comment: "It is a natural tendency for top
management to keep control of decision-making closer to
the top as resources become more scarce. The methodology
described here requires just the oppositedecentralized
management with more decision-making and control to
lower level management?

Decision Support Systems
As the term *decision support systems' (DSS) began to

be used, articles appeared in CAUSE/EFFECT documenting
the experience of higher education professionals in develop-
ing this new type of planning system. An outstanding article
by Chaffee (May 1982) described information systems de-
veloped at Stanford to support decision processes. After
briefly identifying the four major models of decision-making
theoly, Chaffee concentrated on the model of the rational
decision-makers who °use information to identify the alter-
natives with maximum cost-benefit ratios.° The article
concluded,

f information specialists wish to foster a rational process,
the Stanford experience provides them with some
suggestions. Information specialists can seek to provide
a chronological skeleton to the problem-solving pro-
cess. This helps to define values before analyzing alter-
natives. Further, it ensures that the preparation of infor-
mation anticipates, rather than follows, the information
needs of decision-makers. Information is more useful ...
if it exhibits two additional features: 1) the processing of
information should call attention to that which is not
known; and 2) the development of information should
yield conceptual tools that decision-makers and others
who must cooperate can use to motivate actions congru-
ent with the decision.
in an article that introduced the September 1982 issue of

cAUSE/EFFECT, which focused on DSS, Roberts noted that
the central theme of OSS has been one of creating a means
whereby computer and information technology can assist
the management process of decision-making:
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a After technology improves our efficiency, it
changes the way we do things.

Conventional data processing applications are almost
exclusively the repository of information concerning
events that have already occurred, or are programmed to
occur in a highly structured fashion. Decision Support
Systems, on the other hand, are designed to look forward
in time, to forecast outcomes of uncertain events. JAI
new generation of technology has gone far to overcome
the centrist model of organizational dynamics which
was forced on many problem and decision situations in
the past by the economies of scale of large mainframe
computers. Good technology may establish sufficiency
in meeting functional DSS requirements, but it does not
assure success.
In another article from the DSS focus issue, Chachra and

Heterick noted the basic attributes that should characterize
a decision support system: wthe DSS must allow thedecision-
maker to personalize, modify, and augment if it is to achieve
the coupl ng of the individual with the machine.... The value
of a 055 is directly proportional to the information sources
to which it has access, and the ease with which these sources
may be accessed and manipulated."

In discussing the use of quantitative information in
higher education decision-making, Harris (July 1984) stressed
the need to realize that decision support tools are intended
for the support of decision-making, not as a replacement of
the decision-making process.

We jinformation systems managers) must become role
models of managers who are able to use quantitative
instruments in decision-making, as well as promoters
and educators of such tools. I found that those who were
successful in modeling ... possess a desire to address the
issues of the day in a new way and had an openness to
approach problems from a new angle. Users of com-
puter-generated information need to be educated about
the form in which such quantitative information is kept
and how it can be accessed. Decision-makers who can
"call the shots" as to what information is acquired (and
in what form) for a particular decision do not feel as
uneasy about using such information.
Penrod and Wasileski (January 1985) observed that their

implementation of OSS at Pepperdine University provided a
shopping list of decision support tools through interface
software residi ng at all three levels of hardwaremainframe,
minicomputer, and microcomputer. They defined 055 as
having four components: relational data files, models, solv-
ers (language or program for executing a model), and inter-
face facilities (communications network).

Microcomputers were an integral part of the DSS de-
scribed by Sapp and Temares (September 1985). They used

three major decision support systems: micro-generated graphs
to summarize data about the internal and external envi-
ronments, projection models of project enrollment, credit
hours, etc., and Program Evaluation and Review Technique/
Critical Path Method (PER-WPM) to address problems of
scheduling and responsibility in the planning process. The
article concluded with a number of recommendations, such
as keeping all models simple and flexible.

Executive information Systems
By the end of the 80s, a n2w information system concept

had emerged, viewed by many as the next logical step in the
evolution of MIS. Executive information systems (EIS) were
the focus of the Fall 1989 issue of CAUSE/EFFECT. An article
from that issue by Viehland provided an excellent definition
for El&

The distinguishing characteristic of an executive infor-
mation system is that the end user is the executive. In
theory, DSS are designed for decision-makers, including
senior management. In reality, it is usually the budget
officer, institutional researcher, or the president's assistant
who uses the system to answer executive officers' in-
quiries. In an EIS there is no doubt who uses the system
the executive.

Viehland noted that an executive information system must
be °executive friendly,' must meet the needs in terms of
speed, and must be graphic-oriented:

In other ways an EIS is a natural evolutionary ad-
vancement of what a decision support system was
always supposed to be. A decision support system
allows a user to obtain data from an 'information sup-
port data base° and organize that data in a meaningful
manner so the data become information, An exception
055, or an ordinary EIS, goes several steps further, An
executive may °drill down" in order to discover
exceptions ... kir compare this year with previous years
or with peer institutions.

Viehland further noted that an EIS does not stand alone, but
functions as the central, core portion of a broader executive
support system (ESS) which comprises three separate, but
overlapping, components: mental modeling, executive in-
formation system, office automation support.

The Fall 1989 CAUSE1EFFECT also featured Ryland's
interview with John F. Rockart regarding EIS, whose comments
reinforced the definitions provided by Vieh I and: *The whole
world of 055 has really collapsed into any system aimed at
helping somebody get to and manipulate data." Rockart
emphasized the fact that the functions of an executive are
different from the functions of lower level managers, and
therefore require executive systems to be more responsive,
simpler, and easier to use: 'It is important to separate out the
function of executive support from decision support."

Conclusion
his chapter began with the emphasis on system design

and innovative application systems, and has ended with a
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discussion of information systems to support management,
decision-making, and executive direction setting. As we are
all aware, the technology we use is changing at an ever
accelerating pace, as are the needs of the clients information
specialists serve. What will be the emphasis of tomorrow's
information systems? How can we position our sygem
implementations to be ready for the future? An article by
McLaughlin, from the special Fall 1989 EIS-focused issue of
CAUSENTECr, provided a good summary of the topics
covered here, and proposed some direction for the future.
Observing that support systems cannot work without the
presence of a solid foundation of valid and reliable data, he
suggested:

We need to build our information support on solid Idata
administration/database administration and) to educate
others about the need to coordinate information support
with policies and resources to prevent ... either ignoring
the needs of the institution or basing decisions on
unreliable and invalid information. We need to focus
our efforts on learning how to better provide information
support based on the amount of structure in the situation,
rather than the specific group of individuals. Technology
is seeking to network knowledge in intelligent devices
that will be part of our functional products. Flexible
organizations with downsized management and tech-
nical staffs will emerge. After technology improves our
efficiency, it changes the way we do things. We need to
continue to provide the means to listen and think and tto
absorb information overload. If we build our capabilities
on knowledge of information use and share that
knowledge through professional networks, then we will
be in a strong position to meet the challenges of the
future.
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"Whatever the management structure, someone must provide
campus-wide leadership and set the strategic direction
for the use of information technology in the context of

institutional mission and direction."
Smallen and Ryland, Summer 1989

3
Organizational Structure for
Managing Information Technology
by Robert R. Blackmun

Reflecting the interest of its readers, CAUSE/EFFECT
has consistently published many outstanding,
thought-provoking articles on issues relating to
organizational structure for managing information

technology, ind ud i ng the Campus Computing Environments
section in every issue. These articles and features have
helped CAUSE members develop an understanding that
organizational structure is increasingly a °critical success
factor/. particularly in addressing the evolving needs of end
users and the converging technologies.

The outstanding articles on organizatkmal structure that
have been published in CAUSE/EFFEC T can be grouped into
several major themes:

Centralization vs. decentralization of computing and
communications sem; ces for both academic and admin-
istrative functions and users, reflecting our continuing
efforts to balance the needs of specific individuals and
departments and the overall needs and resources of our
institutions
Campus informatiorr technology organization structures,
including articles describing specific information tech-
nology organizations as well as strategies for creating
and redefining organizations that effectively and effi-
ciently meet changing needs
The Chief Information Officer (CIO) issue and its impact
on and importance to our efforts to plan and manage the
effective use of information technology
One common idea appears throughout these articles: the

primary catalysts for change in our organizations have been
the merging of information technologies and the continual
increase in and demand for end-user access to information.

Centralization vs. Decentralization
The issue of centralization vs. decentralization has been

the subject of considerable attention in our field, although it

is not unique to either information technology or to higher
education. In a September 1979 CAUSE/EFFECT National
issues department piece, Heydinger and Norris quoted John
Gardner from a Chronicle of Higher Education an ic le: °A root
disease of bureaucracy is the tendency to centralization. In
a well designed government, there w..-uld be a wide and
fitting allocation of functions between the center and the
periphery.° Kriegbaum (July 1982) paraphrased Alvin Toffler
in arguing for a decentralized approach to information
technology:

Toffler suggests that centralization is one of the typical
emphases of the industrial mindset. It emphasizes con-
trol from the top down, and seeks to gain the efficiencies
often provided by standardized procedures and good
internal coordination. In the centralized arrangement,
the vertical line relationships are the ones that really
matter. ... By contrast, a decentralized approach, which
Toffl er claims is mom characteristi c of the high technology

information society, depends upon the free flow of
information to promote effective deci sions that are made
as close as possible to the point of implementation.
Mathezer (July 1985) devoted considerable attention to

the centralization vs. decentralization issue in his article
about Mount Royal College's implementation of an institu-
tional framework for managing and using information
technologies. He identified three aspects of the issue:

a Control, or the locus of decision-making power;
Location, or the physical siting of facilities; and
Function, or the position of a given responsibility
within the organization (e.g., central vs. distributed
programming or accounting function).

Mathezer believed that It all boils down to a trade-off
between efficiency and effectiveness. The former stands for
the organizational advantages of control, uniform quality,
economies of scale, while the latter is the symbol for user
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needs, local productivity, greater initiative, etc."
It is interesting to note that Heydinger and Norris ad-

vocated decentalization defined in terms of end-user access,
rather than physical location of the equipment:

Decentralization provides computation capabilities and
data access to end users. Whether the device actually
performing the computation is physically located near
the end user is irrelevant. ... Another essential charac-
teristic is that the users have access to the system at their
request, not at the choice of some other party.

These authors defined many of the issues that would become
increasingly important to information technology managers'
efforts to provide effective organizational structures, including
the increased need for standards to ensure compatibility and

°Decentralization can result in parochial views
with little concern being given to the
university-wide computer infrastructure"

comparability and the importance of recognizing the varying
needs of academic and administrative users and involving
both groups in planning. They also identified the conflict
between the fact that °as the price of computing comes
within reach of the individual, there will be an explosion in
the development of specialized software packages,' and the
view that °the equation of resources in computing has
changed; personnel costs are now more significant than
hardware costs. The focus among many supporters of de-
centralization remains on the declining costs of hardware
and software, not the rising costs of personnel.'

The definition of decentralization in terms of end-user
access was also apparent in Olson's (January 1986) de-
scription of an information systems support unit in the
admissions and financial aid office at the University of
Southern California. His article dealt with "consolidation" of
resources and local support of users through the creation of
Administrative Information Resource Systems (AIRS). While
Olson dealt with AIRS as a decentralized unit from the
perspective of the overall institution, he also identified some
of the significant challenges and benefits of centralization
from the perspective of an administrative office providing
support to a growing number of distributed end users outside
that office, including increased user expectations and demand
for support.

Echoing the earlier emphasis on coordination, Olson
also focused on the importance or cooperation between the
central computing organization and administrative offices,
the fact that limited and complex end-user software tools
available at the time had a significant impact on °personnel°
issues, and the need to ensure comparable salaries for
programmers worki ng in central organizations and individuals
functioning as programmers in departmental offices: °Until

the end-user tools are usable and productive enough so that
users can continue their normal jobs while taking advantage
of the new tools, we should call a programmer a program-
mer."

In their article about institution-wide coordination of
decentralized computing, Alley, Shaub and Willits (March
1987) stressed that decentralization is inevitable; thus our
attention must focus on when and how, rather than whether,
to decentralize:

Given that computing will decentralize, management's
prerogatives are limited to: (1) how rapidly the distribu-
tion of computing will evolve; and (2) how positively or
negatively that evolution may affect the ultimate admin-
istrative functions of the institution.
What can happen when decentralization is not coordi-

nated at the institutional level? In his article about decentral-
ized computing at the operational level, Muffo (Winter
1989) reported the results of an internal study conducted at
a large, prominent research university of the computing
activities at one of the university's academic colleges.

The study found that many of the problems formerly
resolved at the university level now had to be dealt with
at the college and departmental level. The advantage of
increased control in the decentralized environment was
offset, at least in part, by the lack of experience in
planning for computing at the academic and administra-
tive operating levels.

Muffo identified vendor discounts and software site licenses,
networking, databases, supercomputing, and other rapid
changes in technology as reasons that "colleges and univer-
sities have discovered the need for centralized computing
services in decentralized environments." The college-level
study identified problems similar to centralized computing
issues, including supervision of staff and the need for "col-
leges and departments to develop their own computing
plans, including the budgetary components." Muffo summa-
rized the overall situation in terms of policy issues:

In the college study, we found that it was more the lack
of computing policies, rather than disagreement with
existing pol ides, that seemed to cause the most concern.
Most of the difficulties arose from a lack of coordination.

The article concluded with a "challenge to the profession' to
°develop formal and informal mechanisms to assist opera-
tional units in developing appropriate and effective policies
and procedures for computing without taking back the
responsibility for it."

This is a new role for most, quite different from that of the
technician or the former °czar whose job was to allo-
cate. So, while the problems seem familiar, the role of
the computer professional in solving them is new and
different
Similar issues were addressed in Kettingers Fall 1990

award-winning article on decentralization of academic
computing, written from the perspective of an assistant dean
responsible for a college-level computing organization pro-
viding decentralized support within a large university. Ac-
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cording to Kettinger, with decentralization, users believe
that they are at the locus of control, that they have at their
disposal a myriad of computing options, and thatthey can be
judicious consumers. He identified several problems with
decentratzed academic computing that are similar to those
cited by previous articles, including the possibilities that:
a decentralization can result in parochial views with little

concern being given to the university-wide computer
infrastructure;
campus-wide mechanisms to effectively coordinate
computer and telecommunication resources in a decen-
tralized environment do not exist;
with greater scope and complexity of decentralized
computer operations comes the need for more support
personnel and associated operating budgets for new
equipment and naintenance support; and
decentralized ,,,,mputing staff may feel isolated from
their computer colleagues and their upward mobility
maybe stifled in smaller departmental or college support
organiiations.

Other possible disadvantages of decentralization he noted
included user responsibility for their own backup, security,
and updates of the individual programs and data sets and
those lege proprietary databases used in research that reside
on departmental and individual machines, and greatly in-
creased diversity of equipment and software on campus.
Despite these challenges, he presented a strong case for
decentralization based on the advantages of discipline-
specific support, including more effective support for the
academic mission based on improved knowledge of the
discipline, increased user productivity, greater computer
integration into the curriculum, and demonstration of a high
level of faculty support as a means to both attract and retain
quality faculty.

According to Kettirtger, the provision of di sci pl ne-specific
support requires new roles for the computing center:

... the computer center will be responsible for operating
mainframe computers for university administration and
providing mainframe processing for those academic
departments that do not possess their own departmental
mainframes or minicomputers land foil facilitating co-
ordination by organizing policy-making activities and
providing technical advisement ...

as well as new roles for the departmental center as the °focus
of academic computing':

Specialization of both hardware and software will
continue to require discipline knowledge to support
increasingly complex instructional and research com-
puter applications. ... More and more new computer
support personnel [will be locatedi within departments
(and will be the] principal contact for computer users
with problems and will act as the liaison between the
department and the university concerning computer
policy

and new roles for individual users: °autonomous computer
users must now take responsibility for developing their own

°The new posture ci the central computer
organization requires moving from a
reactive-operational role to a proactive-
leadership stance "

applications as well as for maintenance, backup, and secu-
rity of their date Kettinger's conclusion summarized our
changing view of decentralization:

... the new posture of the central computer organization
requires moving from a reactive-operational role to a
proactive-leadership stance land) the central computing
organization must become information resource plan-
ners, facilitators, and technical consultants.

Campus Information Technology Organizational
Structures

A number of excellent articles on general issues of
organizational strategies have been published in CAUSE/
EFFECT. Concerned primarily with organizational models to
suppon end-user computing, Blackmun, Hunter, and Parker
(Fall 1988) described the characteristics, advantages, and
disadvantages of four organizational models: end-user com-
puting support in MIS, end-user computer support central-
ized outside MIS, the Information Resource Center, and
function or discipline-oriented support. After relating Rich-
ard Nolan's Stages Theory of technology assimilation to the
convergence of technologies, the authors described an or-
ganizational model for information services that had been
proposed by Robert Zmud which combined °decentralized
'entrepreneurial information-related behaviors by business
units' with centralized planning, control, and support of
technologies."

The local units provide functionaVdiscipline related
support, while central units insure that these behaviors
are not detrimental to the enterprise's information tech-
nology posture in either the short or long run.'

The two essential ingredients in both implementa-
tions are the provision of first line, distributed support
staff who are familiar with the particular needs and
capabilities of a group of faculty or staff members, and a
second line, centralized support staff who are familiar
with a variety of technologies which can be used to meet
the needs of various end users.
Just as the rise of end-user computing prompted discus-

sions of how to organize to serve this growing segment of the
campus community, so the merging Cr computing and
commu n ications technology gave rise to the recognition that
organizational changes would be necessary to deal with the
resulting management issues. Creutz (May 1986) offered
sound advice in this regard:

The ideal telecommunications organization is central-
ized. All telecommunications issues should be handled

:10
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Campus Computing Environments

In addition to articles providing overall organizational
models and strategies, CAUSEIEFFECT has provided
readers with a view of the information technology orga-
nizations at a variety of campuses through the Campus
Computing Environments section in each issue. The
campuses featured in this section have included tiv full
range of institutionsfrom small, private liberal arts
col leges to single and multi-campus community colleges
to medium-sized public and private unirJrsities to the
largest public and private research universities. Similarly,
a full range of information technology organizational
structures has been represented, including highly au-
tonomous academic and administrative computing cen-
ters, combined computing services organizations, and
organizations designed to fully integrate information
resource management functions under a chief informa-
tion officer.

An examination of the organizations featured in this
section of CAUSE/EFFECTeach year (see figure) reveals
a high level of interest in "combined" academic and
administrative organizationsthrough 1984. Subsequently,
organizations that integrate information resource man-
agement under a chief information officer received in-
creasing attention. It is particularly interesting to note
that, in the period through 1984, many of the campuses
having "separate organizations were medium-to-large institutions, while many small-to-medium sized institutions
had "combined* organizations, perhaps due largely to budget considerations. However, since 1985 the featured
campuses that had or were changi ng to combined or CIO/IBM-type organizations consistently have included allsizes
arid types of institutions. In the same period of time, the information about campus organizations has evolved to
include descriptions of the overall mission and the planning approaches that have been used to successfully use
information technology in support of institutional goals.
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in one office, and these issues include planning, engi-
neering, performance, operations, maintenance, and
procurement for both telephones and data communi-
cations. In addition, it has top-level visibility, ideally
with a direct reporting relationship to senior institutional
management.

The telecommunications office must not only handle
the day-to-day mechanics of runn;ng your systems and
switches and networks, it must also provide a support
structure for the entire institution's communications
purchases.
Lilly reported on Virginia Tech's newly created Commu-

nications Network Services (CNS) organization in a July
1985 article that discussed mission, rationale, and goals for
CNS. The new organization resulted in the Integration of all
voice and data communications activiVes, including man-
agement, acquisition, distribution, and maintenance of in-
telligent workstation facilities." CMS was iceated to:

ensure the continued availability of basic, reliable,
and competitively priced communications services
ensure the availabi lity of advanced functional capa-
bilities in state-of-the-art communications systems
which arl criticd in overcoming the geographical
isolation of Virginia Tech
develop and maintain a five-year plan for the ac-
quisition, development, and management of a
consolidated University communications utility.

Reflecting emerging theory in the corporate sector that
flatter organizations are more appropriate in the information
age, Barone's article about the need for more flexible or-
ganizations in higher education (November 1987) advo-
cated a matrix management or °contingency approach" to
organizational structure to cope with what she termed the
"computing convulsion." She described the approach de-
veloped at Syracuse University to respond to planning for
converging technologies thus:
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Under the contingency approach, organin.ional struc-
tures are determined by the exiging mixture of comput-
ing equipment on campus, the institution's computing
plan, the culture of the ingitution, and the strategy
chosen to achieve the institution's goats.

Based on the authces experience, there were both advan-
tages and challenges with this approach:

in contrast to traditional structures that support a static
environment, a matrix structure employed in a contin-
gency approach to management permits the targeting of
resources more effectively, the elimination of overlap
and duplication, and the strengthening of weak areas.
04 encourages a blending of organizational units, and
the crossing of oi ganizational barriers; it emphasizes the
achievement of specific goals, and recognizes rapid
change in the environment.

The contingency design, however, presents a lead-
ership challenge to avoid confusion regarding responsi-
bilities, turf battles, buck passing, and other dysfunc-
tional behaviors. Cooperation and communications are
essential.

Barone idertified key benefits to both staff members and
users, including losterfingi among the staff a far broader
understanding of and appreciation for the academic and
administrative goals of the University."

In a Winter 1990 Viewpoint article, Davis summarized
an organizational paradox faci ng the profession, al so echoing
themes from the corporate sector:

IS is being asked to move in opposite directions at the
same timeto disperse control by flattening and
spreading out the information management structure,
while implementing increasingly complicated, integrated
systems which physically and logically span the orga-
nization, and require a great deal of coordination.

Davis described three objectives for the information tech-
nology organization in dealing with this paradox: (1) "...
establish an enterprise model which describes how infor-
mation flows through the organization itol promote under-
standing of how and where information is used, and provide
the basis for planning"; (2) use "the information gained from
the enterprise model to coordinate the deployment of infor-
mation resources throughout the organization"; and (3)
adopt "industry-wide, open standards wherever practical."

Two other recent articles have dealt with organizational
issues based on the continued evolution of both the business
environment and technol ogy. Nolan (Winter 1990)1 l lustrated
the benefits of the network organization as a replacement for
the functional hierarchy:

Apple Computer offers a good exa mpl e of the importance
of shadow networks. As a new organization, Apple
doesn't have all the "ba :4: age" that some other organi-
zations have. Nevertheless, it has embraced the idea of
the network as a preferred structure, and has put into
operation a number of related ideas, such as: modular
groups instead of traditional marketing and manufactur-
ing functions, task-driven operations, management by
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dissent, organic organizations rather than fixed organi-
zations, a global network, a global Apple knowledge
base, and a &alai executive Information system. It has
enit.sraced this Oilosophy formally and has begun a
strategy to get there.

Nolan cited the dramatic differences in sales per employee
between Apple Compater and two other °well managed
companies' as examples of the benefits of 'establishing a
different paradigm."

The conclusion to Freeman and York's article about
client/server architecture (Spring 1991) described the orga-
nizational impact of this new model:

"The shape of the IT organization must also change. The
tradition ofseparate and fu lly self-sufficient administrative
and academic oamputing units will no longer be appro-
priate. Institutions cannot afford to fund multiple staffs
for networking, operations, workstation development,
and so forth. Nor can they wait for ultimate client/server
standards and technology solutions before developing

'Neither the centralized support paradigm that
worked with hierarchical mainframe computing,
nor the decentralized model of the mid-1980s
that emerged to support widely dispersed
microcomputers, will be sufficient."

new support infrastructures. Neither the centralized
support paradigm that worked with hierarchical main-
frame computing, nor the decentralized model of the
mid-1980s that emerged to support widely dispersed
microcomputers, will be sufficient. Just as client/server
architecture implies that processing is doneon a distrib-
uted basis (i.e., where it can be done most efficiently),
end-user, network, and application development sup-
port will also have to work on a distributed model with
some functions performed centrally and others at the
local user sites. The viability of the client/server archi-
tecture will ultimately depend on the willingness and
ability of central information technology staff and user
groups to reorganize into cooperative teams to support
the new architectures.

Rise of the CIO
in addition to articles on organizational strategies and

structures, CAUSE/EFFECT has published articles on the
specific issues relating to Chief Information Officers (ClOs),
often related to Information Resource Management (IRM)
organizations.

In the first CAUSEAFFECT article to suggest the concept
of an Information officer,' Kriegbaum (September 1980)
defined the role of what he termed "the management infor-
mation officer in decision-making:
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"Pulling all the information and communication
functions of the campus together under one
coordinator should promote the comprehensive
system solutions that colleges will need in order
to remain competitive."

... when proactive decision-making will be essential to
the pursuit of excellence, and in some case to sheer
survival, a management information officer may continue
to emerge as chief coordinator. ... This officer serves the
institution by identifying, clarifying, infcerning and co-
ordinating key institutional decisions. He/she takes a
leadership role in the process of finding a good fit
between each decision and the decision process para-
digm within which the decision is make. ... The role of
the managenwnt informaticm officer is to identify key
decisions which the college must face, and to structure
them as understandable system events.... He/she helps
the organization clarify who is deciding what, when the
decision will be made and how it will be made. ...
Several factors have been converging to create the need
for a management information officer who does not
make key decisions, but who is aggressively and sig-
nificantly involved in identifying, clarifying, informing,
and coordinating key institutional decisions.
A year later, two other authors, taking a slightly different

approach, described a functional organization that would
support integration and cooperation among information
technology support units.

Robinson (September 1981) reported the recommen-
dations of the "Working Party,' a group of leaders from
higher education, industry, and professional associations
who had met to discuss the future of information technology
and the options and opportunities it offered higher educa-
tion. Among their recommendations was the possible cre-
ation by campuses of an information resources and systems
organization that would 'join together many of the organi-
zations and functions presently charged with aspects of
corporate information management.' Listed among those
were computing, the campus communications network
(including video, telephone, and data networks), interoffice
mail service, the media center, campus printing and repro-
duction services, and the campus library.

Heterick (November 1981) wrote,
Some of the information disseminating and facilitating
offices on mast campuses would include the Library, the
Computing Center, the Learning Resources Center, the
mail center, copy centers, print and photo shops, and the
telecommunications center. Each of these organizations
has a particular area of experience and expertise and
shares a common goal of cost-effective information

dissemination. On many campuses some report through
academic channels, some through administrative chan-
nels. A strong case could be made for structuring the
organization such that these offices reported thrtxrgh the
same channel, encouraging the synergy necessary to
seize the opportunity to mold an information intensive
university.

The problem is not so much to manage these people
(in fact, this is probably exactly the wrong thing to do) as
it is to manage the physical envivonment and communi-
cation links that tie them together.
Having proposed in his earlier anicle that the manage-

ment information officer not make the institution's key in-
formation decisions, Kriegbaum proposed in a second article
(July 1982) that line responsibility be consolidated to
maximize efficiency and competitiveness, approaching more
closely the 1RM organizational model:

The best organizational model would place all the
information and communication systems of the college
under one cabinet level administrator with a mandate to
make them as integrated, efficient, and flexible as pos-
sible. This approach accepts the college as a knowledge
organization in the context of a high technology infix-
mation society. The areas normally included would be
the library, the registrar's office, instructional media,
phone and mail services, institutional research, marketing
research, data processing, word prociNsing, and all
operational and strategic management report systems.
Put ling all the information and communication functions
of the campus together under one coordinator should
promote the comprehensive system solutions that col-
leges will need in order to remain competitive.

The college that will prevail as a knowledge organi-
zation in a high technology, post-industrial society will
move purposefully toward the creating of an electroni-
cally integrated campus with as little paper as possible
and with as much free access to as much on and off
campus information as funds will allow. Such acollege
will be reducing the proportion of budget spent on
people to do low level clerical tasks and increasing the
dollar investment per person in information and com-
munication technology. Such a college will reduce
organizational barriers to the free flow of information
and ideas by placing all of these systems under one
administrator.
Based on observations of a number of institutions that

had chosen to establish a chief information officer position,
Fleit's May 1986 article expressed concern about the ob-
jectives and characteristics for success of such an endeavor

... the impetus to have a computer czar was to be able to
continue to allow all of the other top-level people to
avoid learning what they themselves needed to know
about technology. They wanted all of the responsibility
in one place and in one position, so that they didn't have
to deal with it.

3 3
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The author described several important traits that need
to be present to increase the chances for success:

The first trait is a well-thought-out position on comput-
ing, resulting from a great deal of experience, including
having made some big mistakes. The second is that
upper level administration and faculty should already
know a great deal about technology. Third, the com-
puter people should already know a great deal about
their institution and about higher education in general.
Fourth, the upper level should have internalized enougl,
of the issues surrounding technology in higher educa-
tion to be able to make informed judgements. They
should not be looking to rely on an expert or a Thigh
priest' to do the decision making for them, this being an
anathema to the very nature of collegiality. Fifth, the
school should have a governance structure in place to
listen to input from all over the campus. Sixth, the
institution should have already made significant inroads
into end-user computing and distributed process;ng.
And, finally, the school should have an overall strategic
plan in place, from which the long-range computing
plan can be drawn.

Pitfalls to be avoided in attempting to establish such a
position were described thus:

The timing ... is critical. Having a czar come on campus
too early means risking that them won't be the support
structure in place for the person to succeed. It could be
that there will be too much or too little power placed in
the position. Worst of all, the expectations for the
position may be so entirely unrealistic that they will lead
to nothing but a great deal of frustration and disap-
pointment.

Fleit's closing summary seemed to support other authors'
suggestions that the chief information officer emphasize
collaboration rather than line management functions.

What we need ... is someone who can help expand our
kerizons and our opportunities. We need someone who
wi II be an enabler. And while we warn to have someone
to help us take the very best advantage of technological
innovations, it is critical that we provide the right erwi-
ronment for success.
in a May 1988 article, Robinson reinforced much of

what Fleit had written when he proposed that
... the view of a computer °czar,' wielding extensive
powers over institutional computing and information
systems, is changing. While strong management is more
than ever required to imccomplish and expedite the goals
and tasks laid out, anti extensive skill is essential in such
areas as technical evaluation, negotiation, contracting,
and performance measurement, ... the "czar's" role is
altering to one of support, leadership, and motivation.
The role should be one of service, with a responsibility
to establish policy through consensus. Real leadership
skills are essential.
Finally, in their article about cooperation and leadership

in information technology management on campus (Sum-

mer 1989), Ryland arxl Smallen arrnmarized the need to
change our technology-based approach to reflect the evolu-
tion of information technology cm our campuses. They
emphasized significant laces for change':

We needle confirm the potential for enhancing national
competitiveness suggested by the use of information
technology in the education process, both in the class-
room and in the provision of information to facilitate
decision-making in the business of institutional manage-
mert

Recognizing that "harnessing the resources of each institu-
tion in the most effective manner will ... require strong
campus leadership, and cooperation among the compo-
nents of information technology centers," they proposed an
action plan including several critical points:

Whatever the management structure, someone must
provide campus-wide leadership and set the strategic
direction for the use of information technology in the
context of institutional mission and direction. The most
critical information technology resowte is staff exper-
tise and it is more cost-effective to share it broadly. ...

111=11=111=1,

"We need to confirm the potential for enhancing
national competitiveness suggested by the use of
information technology in the education
process, both in the classroom and in the
provision of information to facilitate decision-
making in the business of institutional
management.'

Our profession is at a critical junction. The roles of our
computing services organizations are changing. The
end-user/distributed computing revolution is leading us
to an environment in which information technology wit I
be put to use primarily by the university professionals
who know their own jobs best. The roles of information
technology professionals will increasingly become those
of planners and consultants, ensuring access to and
connectivity between information resources. Fulfilling
these roles will require a broad perspective, one of the
generalist who understands the needs of all campus
constituencies.
We face many challenges and opportunities as profes-

sionals in infixmation technology organizations in higher
education. In the visionary article based on his CAUSE%)
keynote address published in the Spring 1991 CAUSE/EF-
FECT, Heterick offered an 'information triad" organizational
paradigm to carry us into the future, a fitting closing for the
discussion in this chapter:

We have witnessed the rise and fall of the "computer
czar.* The latest management paradigm appears to be
the Chief Information Officer. Some wag once remarked
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that"if Machiavelli were al ive today the Prince would be
a CIO." I would hazard the heretical notion that the CIO
position may not be well suited for highereducation and
may prove as ephemeral as the °computer czar.° ...
There are a number of campus service organizations that
have in common the storage, organization, and delivery
of information. Among these I would include the com-
munications organization, the computing center, the
library, printing and reprographics, learning technology,
and even the campus mail. Joint planning among these
organizations not only makes sense, but is a necessity if

we plan to leverage information technology.
Herein lies an opportunity and a choice. The oppor-

tunity is to bring these activities together under a com-
mon focal point If we do so, we quiddy realize that we
have gathered together 10 to 20 percent of the institu-
tional budget On many campuses, this grouping will be
larger than any one of the institutional colleges. The
choice will be whether to institutionalize another vice
presidency and to develop these services internally, or
whether to see this as a fundamental part of the institu-
tional planning effort and "outsource" all, or most, of
these services. By "outsource" I don't necessarily mean
a commercial alternative, although I wouldn't reject out-
of-hand that possibility. Perhaps more likely would be
the rise of not-for-profit service providers to the educa-
tional community.

We have an interesting set of opportunities in a
period of economic stress. Conventional wisdom might
suggest that we retrench, protect our sacred cows, and
wait for better times. A bolder strategy would be to seize
this opportunity to reengineer our institutions (at least
the information technology infrastructure part of them)
not just to cope with economic stress, but to truly prepare
our institutions to operate in the Information age."
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a... successful computing is a partnership between the
central computing support organization

and the client department."
Sanders, Spring 1991

Personnel and Operational
Management Issues
by Albert L. LeDuc

Agreat many articles that have appeared in CAUSE/
EFFECT over the past decade have been con-
cerned with either the large management issues
confronti ng centralized computing services or with

the more immediate personnel issue:, confronting everyone.
At times it seems as if the importance of those broad issues
overpowers topics related to operational concerns. While
we all may be intrigued by the latest applications of technol-
ogy, an equally interesting endeavor is how organizations
and personnel move together toward common goals.

Key topical areas that authors have dealt with in CAUSE/
EFFECT include:

Communication and cooperation
Personnel issues (recruitment, motivation, produc-
tivity, development, evaluation)
management roles, relationships, and styles
Entrepreneurship and marketing

Both the quality and importance of these topics become
clear in any review of the articles published in the arst dozen-
plus years of CAUSE/EFFECT. Even more telling is the fact
that in the ten years that articles have been considered for the
CAUSE/EFFECT Contributor of the Year Award, four of the
award winners have dealt with personnel/operational is-
sues--a significant representation in this area.

Communication and Cooperation
The problems and opportunities surrounding communi-

cation have been central to many CAUSE/EFFECT articles,
even those ostensibly about other subjects. Explicit advice
about written communication was given by Mullins (Sep-
tember 1983) in an award-winning article in which she noted
that writing as good communication has more to do with
thinking than with writing:

Effective communication depends on several ingredi-
ents. Of these, an appropriate readability level and
thorough analysis of audience merit special attention.
Without that attention, even the most careful ly researched
work will not achieve the impact it could have had.

Mullins' article explained readability levels and audience
analysis ("write at least two grade levels lower than your least
educated reader has completed") and provided many useful
tips for good communication ("when people pick up
something we wrote, we have five to seven seconds to grab
their interesr).

When communicating with non-technologists, it is es-
pecially important to avoid the 'jargon' of our profession. In
an article about marketing the computer plan, Hawkins
(November 1987) advocated that the plan be written in the
simplest, easiest-to-understand manner possible:

Technological jargon and buzz words may create bar-
riers, detracting from the efficiency of communication.
This technological jargon is sometimes perceived as a
form of mysticism, or a deliberate attempt to keep people
from understanding.
El Izey (March 1978) noted that successful communication

is a pre-condition to successful systems: °Communication is
a neglected child, deserving constant attention in order to
realize its full benefit.' His article set up a communication
structure for a systems development activity at a hypotheti cal
university. He was trying to avoid the communication
problems inherent in classic pass-it-around situations, best
understood by most people from the parlor game of *gossip.'
Ellzey established that °interaction is the key to successful
communication."

Penrod and Wasileski (November 1980) quoted from
Steiner and Miner's Management Policy:
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Communications may be considered at four different
levels of analysis. One !ntrapersonal, which relates to
how an individual takes in, processes, and produces
communications. A second is Interpersonal, whichdeals
with interactions between individuals and groups. Third
is the flow of communications in channels in organiza-
tions, both formally and informally. Fourth are systems
of data flow, including computer applications. The more
efficient these systems are, the better will be imple-
mentation of policies and strategies.
Establishing organizational structures to facilitate better

communication with user departments has been a sub-
theme of several CAUSIAFFECT articles. Sanders' Spring
1991 article described the Departmental Computing Coor-

°Employees care because they have a voice;
management reaches better decisions because
employees have that voiceand care°

dinators program at Loyola University Chicago, an idea that
could very well be a model for communication and coor-
dination. Essentially, Loyola's arrangement calls for the re-
assignment of some areas of end-user computing responsi-
bility to users, who are sometimes LAN managers and
sometimes secretaries. Although the program was intended
to leverage both computer and staff resources, its value in
enhancing cooperation was also recognized:

A key assumption of the program is that successful
computing is a partnership between the central computing
support organization and the client department. The
Departmental Computing Coordi nator program has been
quite successful in meeting the primary objectivt of
improving communications between IT and its clients.
The University of Michigan also created a vehicle for

ensuring good conmunication between central computing
and departmental faculty and staff. Cross, Elser, and Tuer
(Winter 1989) described this mechanismcaned the De-
partmental Planning Teamas the solution to the challenr
of providing Information technology planning support for
the University's schools and col leges. Without such assistance
across the full range of computing issues, there was no way
to ensure that the information technology enterprise' would
be coherent, integrated, and efficient within the University's
highly decentralized environment."

The need for communication and cooperation is why
people constantly devise new modes for systems analysis,
why people debate the appropriateness of the "user desig-
nation, and why people hem and haw about the political
consequences of organizational change. Cooperation is tt-

major reason for the concern that people express about
communication and many other personnel issues. How do
people work together effectively? As with many items that

deal with personal relations, our comfort level for coopera-
tion is only emphasized by the foundational importance it
has. Although only one CAUSEIEFFECT article dealt spe-
cifically with the need for cooperation on campus (Ryland
and Smallen, Summer 1989), it is fundamental to much of
what we actually do as managers, and thus it is not surprising
that it has been an underlying theme in many articles
published in CAUSEIEFFECTover the years.

Personnel lssues
Managers within the computing services environment
face an unusual array of pressures: technological change
affects them much more than other manarrs; critical
projects and deadlines are the norm in their areas; and
in most cases severe cost constraints prevail Hidden
amid these pressing problems are a complex of
underemphasized activities that form the real locus of
concern for the astute manager. (LeDuc, May 1985)

That real locus of concern is personnel issues. Outside
consultants are usually brought into the computing services
area to solve a specific and defined problem for which
assignment of internal resources is impractical. However,
one of the hidden agendas that occasionally crops up is that
using outside consultants may allow the organization to
avoid personnel management issues. In a March 1979 article
still useful today for its insight, Dickens noted that, even with
the use of outside consultants, internal personnel manage-
ment cannot be ignored"successful projects seldom have
as much as half of their full cost reflected in externally
acquired resourceeso attention to internal personnel re-
sources is still paramount.

What pressing personnel issues have managers occupied
themselves with, at least as seen between the covers of
CAUSE/EFFECT? First of all, there is recruitment, which ac-
cording to LeDuc (July 1982) is a "key part of personnel
management activity ... (that) takes a lot of effort' But there
are many reasons why it is important "There is no substitute
for attention to personnel activity. People cause systems and
activities to prosper." The point of this article was that
recruitment is the first step in ensu ri ng th at the correct people
can be brought to work effectively on the correct problems.
That can be, in some ways, a remarkable epiphany fa new
managers in the information technology area, who somehow
expect people problems to di sappear under the cover of logic
and technique.

Once the right people have been hired, what happens
next? A May 1980 LeDuc article explained external and
internal motivation, coming down on the side of the im-
portance of internal motivation. We should not be seeking to
determine motivation in order to *satisfy" employees; rather,
"the employee must be responsible enough to want to
improve performance.' The manager "needs to establ ish and
encourage an atmosphere that values achievement and
challenge.' A specific and valid motivational technique is
the structured retreat. Wixson (SummIr 1989) detailed how
organizational enthusiasm can be gained through a manage-
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ment-sponsored retreat, which propagates a positive phi-
losophy: "... a true win-win scenario. Employees care because
they have a voice; management reaches better decisions
because employees have that voiceand care."

The related issues of produaivity also should be occu-
pying the manager's time. An article by Davis and Smith
(March 1980 noted software tools, hardware tools, internal
motivation, communication, and training as foundations for
productivity. The authms also proposed closer cooperation
with the computer science area to benefit from research: "All
the improved tools and methods, staff education, and staff
motivation that lead to more productivity during analysis,
design, and implementation also produce a more maintain-
able product.' These authors also cited some specific guide-
lines for enhancing productivity that are very prescient, for
example: the banning of assembler language code, the use of
application software packages, the use of a self-contained
query language, the provision of direct access to equipment
by users, and the responsibility of effective application
program documentation. An excellent vehicle for enhancing
productivity espoused by McDonald and West (September
1980) was the elimination of printouts for programmers.
Though those authors considered this practice at Brigham
Young University 'heresy" back then, today it is a matter that
is virtually doctrine.

A key article by Collier (January 1982) tied together
attitudinal motivation and development as pre-requisites to
productivity. The author noted that "unfavorable attitudes
will block job involvement and productivity." The manager
is not a mere passive onlooker: 'The employee-centered,
supportive, participative, satisfying managerial environment
is one in which productivity flourishes.'

Personnel development, that is to say the process of
improving staff capability, is also of prime importance to
people considering successful and necessary management
strategies. Clearly, this is becoming an ever-more-critical
issue today. Re-training (or reengineering, as some people
put it) the workforce in computing is at the top of the agenda,
as the volatility of the field virtually dictates continuous skill
development. But this is not a new issue. In his remarkably
comprehensive article, Dickens (already cited) stated, 'Per-
haps the greatest single challenge computing managers face
is the retention and continuing development of a skilled
technical staff." He emphasized that a key management
strategy has to be keeping your own personnel abreast of this
ever-changing field.

LeDues November 1983 article devoted to staff devel-
opment alleged:

No organization today can afford a large proportion of
people whose skills are not going to expand. The healthy
organization always has numerous people who want to
work toward more responsibility, who want to develop
their careers, or who want to upgrade their skills.

Clearly, the manager's duty is to promote that healthy
environment:
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Personnel development is a leadership role ... . In a
technological field, the person who does not develop
himself or herself is actually going backwards. The pace
of change dictates that the organization encourage in-
dividual development in order to avoid organizational
obsolescence.
Personnel evaluation forms another of those sticky issues

requiring a deft touch and great care. Expert advice was given
by Turner (March 1980) who outlined a specific appraisal
instrument, intending to foster "communication at multiple
levels in the organization, while providing feedback and
reinforcement to the employee being evaluated.' The em-
phasis in that instrument and process was, quite correctly, on
productive communication. An author excessively quoted in
this chapter stressed evaluation as a continuous process, not
just limited to the periodic appraisal (LeDuc, May 1985):
"Every time the manager muses about personnel, some form
of evaluation should take place."

In a technological field, the person who does
not develop himself or herself is actually going
backwards.

Management Roles, Relationships, and Styles
Roles played by information technology professionals

have formed an interesting series of discussions within the
pages of CAUSE/EFFECT. The May 1988 issue contained two
articles of abiding interest in this regard. May's article in that
issue had as its theme the notion that the "data processing
manager" role is evolving into a coordinator role, a term that
may noted is not assertive enough even if that is a properly-
defined role. Observing that data processing management is
not concerned with either "data," "management," or °pro-
cessing,' May noted that the real role of IT is very much
related to the goal of increasing productivity of end users. It
is fascinating to realize that this theme is just now emerging
as a discussion item in the general literature of the computing
business. As May quite accurately pointed out, "Access,
tools and solutions, and support (training, consulting, infor-
mation networks) become increasing concerns for the DP
organization.'

Robinson's article, in the same issue, called for a true
leadership role for information techrwalogy management.
The role of the "czar," a jocular term popular at the time, or
rather that of the CIO (Chief Information Officer), was noted
as needing to include empowerment "to identify and
implement improvements in the critical mainstream func-
tionality" of the institution.1

15ee Blackmun's extensive discussion of the CIO concept and role in
Chapter 3, pp. 23-26.
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An interesting relationship undergoing continuous
evaluation is that of computing expert to user. Certainly that
relationship should be expected to undergo change as the
user has become ever more computer literate. Not as often
cited is the other evident trend: the computer expert has
come increasingly closer to trying to understand user con-
cerns. Warford outlined that situation (May1982), postulating
a systems analyst role that was termed a "Decision Support
Coordinator" whose chief distinction was that it was °client
oriented" rather than "project oriented."

N... service must be foremost in the minds of
present-day directors ... if their shops are going
to grow with technology instead of being
swallowed by it."

Clem and Olson (September 1987) explored another
affinity when they described a third-party relationship of
computer services to a bystander, but critical, user office
auditi ng. That relationship was descri bed as a °partnership,"
building user credibility in a system being developed. The
auditor noted: °I have been used as an independent sounding
board to whom the project warn and users alike can express
their hopes and frustrations.°

The efforts of the computing organization and executive
managementto understand one another is another relationship
that has been well explored in CAUSE/EFFECT. It is a mistake
to characterize this stru :4:le as paranoia on the part of
information technology personnel. It is equally incorrect to
attribut e. this missed dialogue to preoccupation with techni-
cal detail. The truth is more complex. A number of articles
puhlished in CAUSE/EFFECT have an underlying concern
that the institution lacks an understanding of what goes on in
Information Systems.

Berry initiated this theme in September 1978 by titling
systems development a °logical approach in an illogical
environment.' Calling for a °sensitivity to institutional poli-
tics" in order to achieve success, most of his article dealt with
management's insensitivity to project task reality. (tiny's
article, previously cited, had much the same theme, noting
that the cultural differences between computing people and
management are significant, because "the rules for decision-
maki ng in data processing are generally more restrictive and
complex than those of management."

LeDuc's Summer 1989 article noted that systems de-
velopment is, just naturally, an alien area to executive
management, but that this natural phenomenon is "a con-
sequence of a world-view dramatically different from that
seen from the inside° of a computing services organization.
In a September 1986 article that won the 1986 cAusE/EF-
FECT Contributor of the Year Award, this same author
grumbled about strategic planning as an executive solve-all

that actually causes more problems than it solves: irrop
management's enthusiasm for strategic planning is only
matched by operational management's distaste for it." That
distaste is produced by a corresponding real need for opera-
tional planning and action.

Berry (May 1983) was critical of the information technol-
ogy professional whose attitude toward users was that of
°technical wizard" who protects his machine from the
onslaught of users. He argued instead for a very different
style, i.e., a service mentality that emulat's the customer-
vendor relationship. Perhaps, he noted, early computer
center directors became so caught up in the technology that
they failed to provide service, but

... service must be foremost in the minds of present-day
directors ... if their shops are going to grow with tech-
nology instead of being swallowed by it.

While making a case for major service commitments in the
areas of operational support, technical expertise, and system
development, he also recognized the inherent difficulty of
gaining additional management support when there was a
poor track record for the kind of support management
actually needed.

Berry advocated small incremental changes and high
visibility projects to build success, believing that eventually
top management would be more willing to al locate resources
for mprovements to the foundat km of the shop. He concluded,
"With this level of commitment, and with a service orientation
toward users, 'Computer Services' will never again be used
as an example of an oxymoron, a contradiction in terms.°

It would seem that the question of management style
would be fertile grounds for research and bemusement.
Ahrens and Bryson (January 1983) characterized and classi-
fied successful management styles in MIS. By amusingly and
thoroughly discussing the °flamboyant conceptualizer," the
"benign underachiever," the *tyrant," the °efficiency ex-
pert," and the "fast tracker," they depicted all of the most
familiar stylistic failures. They noted in the end that 'the
effective mIS executive in higher educat ion is probably more
administrator than manager, thus more people-centered
than job-centered.'

Certainly there are continuing debates about whether
this is now even more true, in the era of the CIO, but there will
be little debate about this truism:

Only when the personal characteristics of an MIS ad-
ministrator support and enhance an atmosphere of trust
and cooperation among all levels of administration is
there any likelihood that the MIS effort will ever be
termed successful.
As for skills, very little is in the literature to help the

manager determine what skills he or she needs to have or
develop to be the successful manager of an information
technology enterprise in higher education. Parisian, in an
exceptional November 1986 article, reported some pre-
liminary research on just that issue, providing a unique view
of the necessary skills (roles and styles, as well) for managers
in administrative information systems. Curiously, her study



showed significant differences between directors of comput-
ing services in industry and in higher education. The former
were found to be les self-critical and seemed to rate techni-
cal expertise as being more important in their jobs. While the
study was very limited, it did point the way toward specu-
lation about the perceived importance of skills in this class of
manager.

How can we project roles and skills into the future? One
author, in 1978, predicted that 'the job category program-
mer will disappear by 1983." Given that unfulfilled proph-
ecy, perhaps we had best not try to make predictions!

Entrepreneurship and Marketing
One of the most interesting themes that crops up in some

CAUSE/EFFECTarticIes is that of entrepreneurship. The topic
may play a bit strangely to those areas accustomed to trying
to be quiet and competent but several authors noted success
stories based on a very activist view of promoting organi-
zational growth. Bushnell and Heller (Fall 1989), for example,
described the framework of MIT's competitive application
development organization. With the advent of powerful
computers and alternative sources of computing resources,
the in-house service organization must become like a busi-
ness:

Concepts such 3s market research, marketing, service
level agreements, cost-recovery strategies, and customer
service, which in the past were all but unknown ...
become key considerations in the competitive envi-
raiment.
Munn (January 1980) launched a plea to consider mar-

keting the need for information systems at the University of
Michigan to a wide audience in order to properly communi-
cate the utility of the IS organization:

Marketing is the development of an attitude within an
organization that the purpose of the organization, unit,
or department is to understand the customer's needs and
to design and offer appropriate services and products to
satisfy them.

Note that Munn's analysis is strongly dependent on an
internal understanding of mission as well as an external and
compatible understandingboth of which are communica-
tion considerations.

Recognition of the need for generating support for in-
formation systems was also addressed by Davenport (Spring
1990). His article focused on the need to convey the impor-
lance of IS to academic staff, and he suggested the creation
of an interface between the IS group and the academic
leadership based on emphasizing the ability of the IS group
to support the academic mission of the institution by bringing
their special knowledge and ski !Is to bear. He concluded that
°while technical skills are as important as ever, they need to
be supplemented with the ability to explain to professors,
chairs, and deans what is bei ng done and why it is important.°

May's Spring 1989 piece identified chaos as the charac-
teristic situation on campus, taking a cue from Tom Peter;,
whose Thriving on Chaos dealt with the marketplace reality
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of chaos. Accordingto May, change is endemic, a frightening
reality that causes difficulty in marketing: °Formalized meth-
ods of reaching our customers must be continuously reas-
sessed for effectiveness. The bottom line is that all commu-
nications channels should educate." May offered a very
sourxlway of coping with this uncertainty; 'The best market-
ing strategy we can adopt is concern for our user constituen-
cies and the long range solutions to their problems."

"Formalized methods of reaching our customers
must be continuously reassessed for
effectiveness. The bottom line is that all
communications channels should educate."

A Look to the Future
There is much that needs to be written in future CAUSE/

EFECT articles to continue the tradition of this magazine as
a vehicle for professional publication and experience shar-
ing. What are some of the areas we as a profession need to
address?

There can never be tto much said about communica-
ticn. Research and further articles are needed about the
success of different modalities of communication. How does
a manager best get across a viewpoint or a strategy to his or
her subordinates, peers, supervisors? For that matter, how
does an astute manager negotiate? Similarly, a related area
that needs to be addressed is the value of newsletter publi-
cation and other means of communication between central
computing se:vices and academic and administrative de-
partments. Still another is the appropriateness of the medium
for messageswhen is e-mail more appropriate than the
telephone, computer conferencing better than meeting in
person or written communications? How do organizations
differ in their need for and use of such communication media
as voice mail?

With personnel development an important part of man-
aging information technology, future articles need to deal
with personal enhancement and professional development,
especially exploration of the necessary skills far an informa-
tion technology manager in todays changing environment.
While publication of Smallen's "master reading list" (Spring
1991) was a first step toward specific skills augmentation,
and the establishment of the CAUSE Summer Managemert
Institute, offering the opportunity for immersion in personnel
and managemerd concepts, was another, we need toencour-
age more CAUSE/EFFECr publication in this area. Stress
management and leadership skills are also very popular
topics at the Institute that need further elaboration in CAUSE/
EFFECT. And, finally, research needs to be undertaken and
reported with respect to where information management
professionals of the future will come from: is there a career
track for our profession?
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Lett hope that a review of CAUSEIEFFECTarticles a decade
from now will demonstrate that the magazine has continued
to cover personnel and operational management issues to
ensure that today's developing professionals will be
tomorrow's information technology leaders.
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"If we are to achieve the goal of integrating computing into
the fabric of teaching, learning and research,

computers dedicated to academic purposes must be relatively
open and easy, even attractive, to use."

Webster, Winter 1989

User Computing and Information Access
by Lore A. Balkan, Patricia S. Ernest, and Gerald W. McLaughlin

n their award-winning CAUSE/EFFECT article,
Blackmun, Hunter, and Parker (Fall 1988) de-
scribed the development of end-user computing,
from the 1960s through the mid-1980s, for three

platforms of computing: mainframe, minicomputer, and
microcomputer. These authors aptly compared the develop-
ment of end-user computing to the development of the
automobile in the first half of the 20th centuryinitial
owners had only limited support available and were forced
to be very knowledgeable about the technology and its
application. tust as the automobile's evolution allowed
owners to move away from metropolitan areas and prompted
interstate highway systems, the expansion of microcom-
puters created distributed environments with networked
infrastructures, with significant implications for user support
activity.

Academic libraries, especially at major research univer-
sities, were among ea rly users of computing, initial I y realizing
the benefits of automating catalogs and later expanding their
use of technology to include networking and development of
standards for electronic data sharing. The ever increasing
interconnectivity and resulting increased access to library
information, along with a similar demand for and ability to
access administrative data on campus, prompted attention to
security and access issues and, consequently, to data use
concerns of ownership, integrity, and ease of use.

This chapter examines several areas of management
involvement arising from user computing, as eviden Al in
CAUSE/EFFECTarticles published over the past decade: user
support, library automation and access, administrative data
access and security, and data standards and coordination.

User Support
Blackmun, Hunter, and Parker defined end-u:, tom-

puting support as "providing the information and asst.: -..ance
which enables people to use computers and other informa-
tion technologies as effective tools to accomplish work." In

the early days of campus computing, support for end users
was provided by a central organization responsible for both
mainframe and minicomputer environments.

Although most user computing discussions focus pri-
marl ly on the microcomputeras willthis oneit is important
to remember that many campuses had begun strong support
programs for mainframe terminal usage by the early 80s,
before the widespread use of micros. Bennett wrote about
such a program at Stanford University (May 1981 and
September 1983), called the "Terminals for Managers"
program. In August of 1980, this program placed terminals
on the desks of more than 100 of Stanford's principal officers,
including the president and five vice presidents. Three years
later, Bennett rei.-Avted that nearly 1,300 personnelfaculty
and administratorswere routinely using their terminals to
"enhance communications, provide computational support,
and support text processing." He concluded that the program
had been extremely successful:

The users of the ',ystem have come a long way in
understanding information systems and information
technology. They like the facilities and have integrated
them into their daily work environments. It is the users
who are telling us how they are able to increase their
own effectiveness and it is the users who are, in the last
analysis, the final judges of such facilities.
Within a few short years, IBM's entry into the personal

computer market had revolutionized the issues of user
support, but the bottom line remained the same: increasing
effectiveness. Sholtys (July 1986) recognized that maximum
benefits of this new technology could be attained only if
managers both understood applications and personally used
the micros to *support their analytical and decision-making
processes." This meant overcoming managerial resistance to
personal use of computers due to lack of time, absence of
keyboarding skills, computer phobia, and concern about
exposing technological ignorance to subordinates. Accord-
ing to Sholtys, managers perceive themselves as "achieving
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their goals through coordinating and directing the work of
other people, not by using machines.' Her article described
a workshop at Northern Kentucky University, designed to
address managerial needs, that demonstrated that learning
about computers can expand a manager's skill set.

Student use of microcomputers on campus was also
increasing dramatically, in some cases as a result of institu-
tional requirements for purchase and use, but more often as
a personal choice to improve productivity. McLaughlin,
Muffo, Mueller, and Sack (July 1987) reported results of a

"The benefits can be huge, as long as planned
distribution of processing, not total
decentralization, is the end product."

study conducted in 1985-1986 at Virginia Polytechnic Insti-
tute and State University to assess student computer usage.
They identified several areas that need attention when for-
mulating student microcomputer policies and programs: (a)
student computer experience prior to col lege attendance; (b)
perceived importance of computer skills in future careers; (c)
clientele to be served; (d) curricular provisions (service
courses, tutoring sessions); and (e) equipment provisions
(purchase, use, access, software, repair). Data indicated that
certain hardware, software, and support needs of students
should be provided by the institution. This study not only
identified direct and obvious implications for proposed
policies, but also revealed latent or implicit needs that might
otherwise have gone unrecognized. Servir:e courses, com-
puter labs with priming and electronic communication fa-
cilities, software, and repair services are needs which policy
makers and administrators must address.

Muffo and Conner (March 1988) noted the profound
effect computerization was having on the way students,
faculty, and administrators were interacting with each other.
Their article described some of the 'unexpected changes in
human interactions precipitated by the introduction of easily
accessible computing in the academic workplace? Among
the unexpected outcomes they noted were changing alliances
and behavior; changing communications; changing skills,
training, and standards; changingstudent-faculty interactions;
and changing roles of programmers and users.

The proliferation of micros on campus caused other
types of service issues to arise. The benefits of the micro-
computer were obvious, but increasing questions surfaced
for users: which hardware, which software, what configu-
ration? Also, learning the basics of good computing is time
consuming, detracting from regular responsibilities. Finally,
issues about campus-wide compatibility, database admin-
istration, and data networking became relevant for both
central computing personnel and end users.

Smallen (May 1988) addressed many of these issues in
an article about managing administrative microcomputing.
The strategies he presented included standardizing hardware
and software configurations used in offices, simplifying the
workstation operating environment, avoiding data redun-
dancy, and avoiding programming applications on personal
workstations. In addition to repcning some successes, he
also quite candidly reported what he termed some °moder-
ate disasters" and shared eleven lessons learned, conclud-
ing 'It is inevitable that microcomputers will find their way
into administrative offices ... . What is important is the way
in which their use is managed by those responsible fo;
providing administrative computing services.'

Fleit and Whiteside (November 1985) described the
U ni versity of Hartford's cooperative, campus-wide approach
of working toward the goal of inckvendent, end-user com-
puting 'The benefits can be huge, as long as planned
distribution of processing, not total decentralization, is the
end product? They offered seven guidelines for managing
microcomputers and distributed data processing
1. A set of standards for hardware should be developed,

regardless of who actually does the purchasing, with
attention to campus-wide compatibility and ease of use.
The standards could take the form of a preferred con-
figurations list.

2. Standards for software and software development shou ld
be established, with consideration to maintenance and
appropriate documentation.

3. Security and data management should be monitored by
some central organization to maintain controlled access
to sensitive data.

4. End-user computing processes should be well docu-
mented to provide all users with information such as
when and how to back up disks, how to keep local data
secure, and how to obtain hardware service.

5. There should be a document of understanding between
the central facility service organization and end users
covering such policies as system usage, equipment
ownership, and hardware charges.

6. There should be an institutionally-agreed-upon set of
guide, ines governing which applications can and should
be implemented on a microcomputer

7. There must be a consensus of the control location for
computing policies.

These authors emphasized an emerging philosophy on the
part of the central facility: °a new emphasis on assistance-to-
the-user rather than doing-for-the-user.' This approach sig-
naled a partnership between the central computer facility
and end users, allowing for necessary experimentation and
flexibility while also maintaining structure and cost effec-
tiveness.

Planning in such an environment also became a crucial
issue for users and managers. User', expected the same level
of support for personal computers that they had received
while using the mainframes, but managers had little expe-
rience with planning for the necessary financial and person-
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nel adjustments. Budget realignment was necessary due toa
change of ownership: mainframe configurations belonged to
the institution, but the microcomputer systems were owned
by the departments. At the University of Kansas, the Office of
Institutional Research and Planning and the Office of Infor-
mation Systems found that many users had developed their
own informal networks of support. According to Paschke,
Haren, and Nicholas (November 1984), a more formal
Integration or solutions and services under a loosely-de-
fined 'umbrella organization' such as an Information Center
could greatly enhance user productivity and advance overall
computing efficiency at the institution.°

A simi lar conclusion had been reached at the Cooperative
Computer Center in Illinois, in response to a recognized
inability to provide required user support. According to
Lewandowski (January 1984), examination of the service
requests backlog at the Center revealed two distinct categories:
enhancements to existing systems and requests for data
extraction. Since users were working with their own databases,
why not allow them to determine their own needs, and
extract the data themselves? This evaluation prompted the
establishment of an information center to increase user self-
sufficiency, thus reducing the need for programming from
the central computing organization.

Establishing an information center was also a solution at
McGill University in Quebec. Accordingto Bates and Leclerc
(November 1985), the management systems unit realized 'a
need to do something about micros on campus before chaos
set in." A microcomputer information cerner was established
to support administrative users of micros and academic users
of administrative packages. After two years of operation, they
concluded: (a) microcomputer support is vital for adminis-
tration; (b) user needs change very quickly; (c) a formal
information center isthe best mode to meet needs, recogniz-
ing it is a major resource and time commitment; (d) staff must
be "user friendly's; (e) financial support can be a chargeback
system; and (0 °Super Users," very proficient in various
applications, develop naturally and can be utilizedas experts.

The Revolution in the Library
While academic and administrative use of microcom-

puters was growing throughout campus, another revolution
which had started in the previous decade was gaining
momentum in the campus library. An early CAUSE/EFFECT
article by Pierce and Crockett (January 1979) noted three
major trends in library automation activities as the 70s drew
to a close:

1. use of large dedicated computers serving national
library data needs through modified star networks;

2. almost universal adoption of online processing; and
3. division of automation activities into closed turnkey

systemssuch as the commercially developed
minicomputer circulation systemsand °open°
systems that are amenable to change as required.

The authors discussed cataloging and catalogs, online lit-
erature searching, and circulation systems in terms of the
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"With increasing sophistication of users on
campus, demands will escalate for the
integration of network access to external
databases with local (online public access
catalogs) and networks."

need to have online capability rather than batch processing.
They noted that while the culture of the librarian was
differvit from that of the systems developer, finding common
grounds for cooperation was possible and profitable and, as
evidence of that proposition, described the development and
implementation at Virginia Tech of a sicircu lation and finding
system' as a model for library automation.

Within two years, Chachra (November 1981), also of
Virginia Tech, was writing about the impact of local library
systems on national library networking

The rapid growth of local systems along with escalating
costs for using national networks Isuch as OCLC and
RLINP is precipitating a new crisis. The national net-
works are fighting for survival and some are scrambling
to cash in on the lucrative local systems market. It is
exceedingly obvious that functions like circulation con-
trol, replacement of the card catalog, serials check-in,
and even acquisitions are better done locally. Shared
cataloging and interlibrary loans, however, require some
form of networking. I believe that a network like
OCLC represents an important national resource. Sur-
vival of national systems, or at least a national system, is
very important to the general well-being of libraries.
Long-held views on the role of national networks will
have to be revised to accommodate the current realities.
As the decade came to a close, the impact of "globaiizing

a campus library' was raising even more political and
technical questions. Woodsworth (Summer 1989) succinctly
presented the many issues arising from the establishment of
local and regional library consortia. These issues not only
affected campus library policies, but also precipitated a
multitude of difficult ccnsortium decisions which Woods-
worth enumerated. She concluded,

With increasing sophistication of users on campus,
demands will escalate for the integration of network
access to external databases with local (online public
access catalogs] and networks. In providingthese services,

1When Chachra's articlewas published. OCIC was the acronym for the
Ohio Center for Library Computing but today stands for Online Computer
Library Center. OCIC is a membership organization of libraries, Froviding
online access to a database of over 21 million bibliographic records that can
identify over 350 million individual book locations. RLINResearch Li-
braries Information Networkis a national network developed by the
Research Library Group (RLG).
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the future depends on our ability to address
technical, political, and personnel issues both
within and beyond institutions.'

campuses will have to define the exmnt of access that
will be allowed by local and external users, along with
all of the attendant cost and policy issues .

While much was being written about the abil ity of digital
technologies to transform the library, in a Summer 1990
article Heterick focused on some of the potential inhibitors
of this transformation and some of the steps that colleges and
universities could take to overcome them. He proposed that
libraries could:

Implement policies that favor access aver acquisi-
tion, and favor the electronic version of shareable
material over multiple hard copies of the same
material.
Implement policies that favor high-density storage
over expansion of current library facilities.
Seriously consider the advantages of a union catalog
for academic libraries in a defined region.
Encourage appropriate government officials to in-
vestigate and help shape copyright law interpreta-
tions.
Support the effons of the Coalition for Networked
Information to bring an increased richness of digi-
tally encoded material onto our academic net-
works, and support the efforts of the National Tele-
communications Task Force in encouraging the
creation and federal funding of the National Re-
search and Education Network.2

The most indicative sign regarding the future is the
movement toward partnerships between computing and
libra les that Rosser and Penrod outlined (Summer 1990). As
earl! as 1979, Pierce and Crockett had acknowledged differ-
ences in these two cultures, but arguedthat there were many
benefits from cooperation. While their emphasis was on
cooperative systems development, Rosser and Penrod em-
phasized the importance of joint planning efforts, noting that
information resource management and library professionals
need to create linkages between their planning strategies to
create a new culture that takes advantage of the acquired
wisdom of both. This was a call to leverage technologynot
just to use computers to automate existing processes.

Most recently, Peters (Summer 1991) proposed that the
future depends on our ability to address technical, political,
and personnel issues both within and beyond institutions. An

2The Coalition for Networked information was created by the Association
of Research Libraries (ARL), CAUSE, and EDUCOM In the spring of 1990 to
advance scholarship and intellectual productivity through networked in-
formation resources.

openness to change and a willingness to share knowledge
and negotiate will be required to egablish more effective
paradigms for pridn& protection, regulation, distribution,
and use of networked informaticr.

Administrative Access and Security Issues
A broader base of users, an increasingly networked

environment and numerous opportunities to share informa-
tion have brought about the need to protect information
resources from unauthorized access, especially in the ad-
ministrative information systems environment. Thus we have
found ourselves struggling with legal, technical, and ethical
issues in an effort to balance the requirements for data access
against the need for data security. On the surface it might
appear that the area of computer security has been largely
overlooked in CAUSE/EFFECT. in reality, however, security
and access issues wind through nearly every user computing
discussion, from the technologydiscourseon microcomputing
to more political and philosophical debates on data planning
and policy in the previously cited article by Fleit and
whiteside, for example, five of the seven guidelines for
managing micros and distributed processing related to security
and/or access.

In a July 1983 Current Issues article, Doty forewarned:
'Users will be reluctant to wrap their new friendly computer
systems in a layer of bureaucracy, particularly if there have
been no recent computer disasters. But ease-of-use is easily
turned into ease-of-abuse." She then iterated an awareness
that has moved from mere consciousness to the basis of
action plans nearly a decade later: "A computer is not just
another piece of office equipment, like a copier; it is a
repository for vital information that must be protected."

A prime mover for security and access control has been
concern about preserving the quality of data. Blair (May
1983) pointed out: "The potential damage from lack of
information quality control occurs on two frontson the
workings of internal management and on the information
sharing dialogue between the organization and its publics."

In fact, the need to ensure quality information in a
distributed environment, to recognize 'data as a University
resource that will be managed accordingly," and to establish
a data administration function that includes responsibilityfor
"data control and data accountability" was recognized by
Naginey inane ofthe first issues of CAUSE/EFFECT(May1q78).
Both Naginey and, later, Balkan and Sheldon (Summer 1990)
explored the 'data custodian* concept, wherein such officers
as the controller, the registrar, and the administrative services
vice president were each idtntified as ultimately responsible
for specific segments of institutional administrative infer-
mation.

Authorization and electronic signature systems were
developed to solve the security problems that accompanied
distributed processing. Balkan-Vickers (November 1986)
reported that at Virginia Tech 'more sophisticated access
controls were required in order to implement source-point
data capture, value-added data handling, and destination-
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point document generation." By design, Virginia Tech's
electronic signature system °distributed access control man-
agement to those managers who could answer decisively
'yes' or 'no' and be held accountable." Access profiles
reflected responsibility at every level of the organization.

The awareness that data need to be protected has
prompted a search for definitions of what needs protecting,
who is the protector or 'custodian,' and how data access
should be controlled. However, this approach has been
tempered by the passionate call to respect the power of
shared information. Naginey proposed that data are *part of
the fabric of the institution," and ten years later Webster
(Winter 1989) echoed that philosophy: "If we are to achieve
the goal of integrating computing into the fabric of teaching,
learning, and research, computers dedicated to academic
purposes must be relatively open and easy, even attractive,
to use.°

Clearly colleges and universities continue to wrestle
with very real legal liability threats related to security of
information and privacy, and to protect against errors, omis-
sions, and inaccuracies. Curran (Winter 1989) examined
student privacy issues from a legal perspective, providing a
history and interpretation of the 1974 Family Education
Rights and Privacy Act (also known as the Buckley Amend-
ment). Campuses also must deal with the key issue of
permitting access to 'sensitive' information based on "need
to know.°

In the Winter 1989 CAUSE/EFFECT, which focused on
security, ethics, and privacy issues, Ryland described a
report of the American Council on Education (ACE) caution-
ing that an institution could be held liable for damages °for
fai I ure to use reasonable care to avoid unforeseeable harm to
others," i.e., failure to create a well thought out security
system as an attempt to protect users. Policy, rules, and
sometimes very sophisticated controls and audits have been
implemented in response.

Ryland's article included excerpts from a report published
by Cornell University where the infamous Internet °worm" of
November 1988 originated:

A community of scholars should not have to build walls
as high as the sky to achieve a reasonable expectation of
privacy, particularly when such walls will equally im-
pede the free flow of information. Besides, attempting to
build such walls is likely to be futile in a community of
nd ividual s possessed of the knowledge and skills required

to scale the highest barriers. ... The university can only
encourage reasonable behavior, it cannc4 guarantee that
university policies and procedures will be followed.
Webster noted in a Viewpoint article in the same issue

that while some of the security measures we have taken are
necessary, they are not sufficient. Too often these measures
unfortunately put 'responsibility for good computer behav-
ior squarely on the keepers of the system rather than on the
i ndiv iduals who use it.' An example of putting responsibi I ity,
instead, on the user is Virginia Tech's °rule-of-thumb* for
determining data sensitivity, described by Balkan-Vickers in
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a March 1984 Input departrmnt article: if you are not the
source of the data or the creator of the information, you
probably do not have the right to distribute or report it to
others without permission.' The implication is that job
training and employee evaluation must therefore indude
attention to the proper use and protection of information.

Webster made the point even stronger: "Focusing on
specific, concrete language in rules and policy statements

"Institutional policies are needed to guide the
responsible use of data, especially in a
decentralized operating environment."

and building better locks prevents us from putting computing
behavior into the larger context of social expectations.° We
need to look at abuse in a larger context by synthesizing ideas
and action with other campus groups, classes, and projects
involved with raising ethical consciousness. The resolve on
the issue of security and access control seems to settle on the
essence of our institutional mission and precisely what
higher education sets out to do best Preserve and provide
quality information and educate on its use and application.

Data Standards and Coordination
Could it be that colleges and universities have taken the

lead in reaching Nolan's maturity stage with respect to
understanding the power of information? As noted above,
data quality has been an ongoing concern of many CAUSE/
EFFECTauthors. Information systems professiona Is at colleges
and universities have wrestled directly with the quality issue
of data integrity, both in theory and in practice. This concern
escalated in the late 1970s when we realized that distributed
processing and decentralized support for administrative
computing made sense and that technological capability and
a broader base of expertise was quickly returning informa-
tion processi ng a nd management functions to the operational
offices. McLaughlin, Teeter, Howard, and Schott (January
1987) aptly pointed out that the early °monarch" envi ronment
of the 1950s and 1960s, where information and data flow
were tightly controlled, evolved to a °managerial' environ-
ment where information and data flow had become decen-
tralized. They recognized that both positive and negative
aspects regarding power of data exist in a distributed am;
decentralized environment, where data become more ac
cessible and thus also more vulnerable, and concluded:
'Institutional policies are needed to guide the responsible
use of data, especially in a decentralized operating environ-
mein'

While the need has been for standards, the discussion
has remained primarily on organizational strategies and
policy. The very nature of automation requires standardized
representation of data, and the assumption has too often
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"Physical attributes of the data element have
absolutely nothing to do with standards."

been that standards were already in place. Braniff (Novem-
ber 1978) realized this common misconception when he
stated, "Physical attributes of the data element have abso-
lutely nothing to do with standards." And while problems
and inconsistencies surfaced as a result of using data from
distributed systems, the capability, availability, and usability
of sophisticated software began to uncover embarrassing
problems of data integrity, particularly across multiple data
sources. Finger-pointing did little to fix things and the typical
campus response was to draft policy that would promote
cooperation. Though both of these responses were under-
standable, neither one proved adequate. Braniff proposed a
"catalog of defi nitions" concerned with *the properties which
a given entity must possess to be rendered unique and
distinguishable from other entities within the scope of the
system.' He suggested mapping 'equivalents of usage," a
concept now supported by relational and object oriented
systems and their companion dictionaries or repositories.

The necessity of such a mapping, or standardization,
was clarified when Blackmun, Hunter, and Parker noted
that, given that most end users use data from a variety of
sources, a formal structure for providing access is necessary.
Steingraber ()Lily 1983) noted, *The centralized control con-
cept will be replaced by the concept of the coordinator and
data manager responsible for the data integrity and security
of the data. Users will access and share their data through
egablished protocols."

From this premise and realization, considerable work
has been done on classifying information and data manage-
ment roles. McLaughlin, Teeter, Howard, and Schott pro-
posed three classes of files that could be accessed by
managers: "official' files, which are point-in-time census
files; °dynamic" files with current transactional data to
monitor critical activities; and "manager developed and
owned" files created for special purposes. They su ested
the necessity for a higher level of consistency, reliability,
security, and accessibility, and the need for formation and
adherence to policies from a "campus-wide perspective."

Since campus-wide policies will be detrimental in in-
dividual situations ... it wi ll be essential that a strong, but
not necessarily large, centralized data management
function be created to help develop and ensure com-
pliance with such policies.

Their proposed central function of "data administration"
required a participatory approach through involvement of a
policy group composed of both central and distributed
system management personnel as well as a user group
around each major system area.

Balkan and Sheldon described a similar participatory
approach successfully used at Virginia Tech to develop

guidelines for administrative information resource manage-
ment. These guidelines were drafted and approved by both
formal and informal university groups and committees, and
became policy in 1989. They clarified the roles of a °data
custodian,' who is ultimately responsible for information
management, a 'data steward,' who takes on a routine
caretaking role, and the °data user," who also take on data
management responsibilities upon gaining access to ad-
ministrative information.

The function of applying formal guidelines and tools to
manage the university's information resource is termed
*data administraticm" ... a role overseen by data custo-
dians, but played by all participants.

Adherence to the guidelines implied standardization of data
across administrative systems and called for continuous
work in this area.

Howard, McLaughlin, and McLaughlin (Summer 1989)
were concerned that °many operating databases have been
created and maintained without concern for their use in
decision-making or planning activities. Though data ad-
ministration has been viewed as important, it seems to have
taken second place to the exciting technical advances of
computing and communications." They proposed that the
usefulness of data fmm an institutional perspective must b2
attended to in terms of accessibility, comprehensiveness,
and relevance: it takes effort to move facts into increasingly
more useable forms of data, information, and intelligence.'
This requires "an active data element dictionary coupled
with a competent and pervasive centralized data adminis-
tration function.° These authors also identified the °need for
developing a capable user community which shares the
value of data as an institutional resource.'

Perhaps what is most clear in this review of CAUSE/
EFFECT discourse regarding data use and coordination is that
the needs of decision-makers must be taken into consider-
ation, that consistency across data sources must be main-
tained, that the meaning of data and information must be
readily understood by all, and that ensuring data quality is a
big job that must be shouldered in part by all who manage or
use information. As Howard, McLaughlin, and McLaughlin
concluded: "If we fail to turn our attention to the problems at
hand, it is unlikely that technological developments will
improve the quality or impact of information needed for
control and strategic decisions.'

Summary
The history of user computing and access to information

has been one of rapid change. The networking and coop-
eration of libraries has given us a glimpse of both the user
empowerment and the logistical challenges of the future.
While external groups deal with societal information issues,
internal processes need to deal with the ethics of informa-
tion, balance security and access, and sustain the quality of
our campus information resources. Professional managers of
information technology m ust take an active role in leveraging
the power to the user.
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11.Strategies without information technology are hollow."
Nolan, Winter 1990

Strategic Planning and Information
Technology: Beyond Missions and
Machines
by Sue A. Hodges and Ronald L. Moore

who would think that strategic planning and
information technology would have much in
common? In fact, they do share many common
characteristics in higher education. First, both

have only recently matured in colleges and universities over

the course of the past fifteen years Second, notonly do both

touch on all functions of the organization, but both are now
requirements for any department to carry out its mission

effectively. Without goals and objectives, an organization
will accomplish its mission only by accident Even if it has the

appropriate technology, much of it will likely be wasted
without a thoughtful plan to guide its application. Con-
versely, a college or university with a comprehensive strate-
gic plan will still find implementation difficult without the
technology to support academic and administrative goals.

On the other hand, strategic planning and information
technology are very different, but in ways that complement
each other. While the technology of today is dramatically
different from ten years ago, the most successful strategic
planning models have remained relatively stable. And, while
those plan ni ng models have focused on people and processes,
technology's primary emphasis has been hardware and

software.
It was on ly a matter of ti me before informationtechnology

managers realized that strategic planning could bring some
order to the rapid pace of change. At the sarne time, strategic
planners saw the critical role that information technology
needed to play in implementing institutional goals. And so
both planners and information technology professionals on

campuses across the nation began talking to one another.
That communication is evidentthroughout many articles

that have appeared in CAUSE/EFFECT since its inception.

This chapter chronicles the linkages of planning concepts to
technology issues, first with a quick overview of strategic
planning and information technology in higher education,
next iy discussing planning and technology's role in orga-
nizational transfrxmation, and finally by identifying a setof
axioms that are prevalent in key articles related toplanning
that have appeared in CAUSE/EFFECT.

Strategic Planning and Inkormation Technology
in Higher Education

When strategic planning was first introduced to higher
education in the 1970s, information technology was already

an emerging force on campus Even the earliest articles in
CAUSE/EFFECT portended the eventual role that planning
would play in the area of information technology.

In a September 1979 article, Topping wrote:
Strategic planning ... involves the development of long-
range plans only after considering the external environ-
mem, internal capabilities, and database analysis of past
and current performance and forecasts.... Planning is a
necessary function in all organizations; however, the
need increases as turbulence in the environment inten-
sifies. When uncertairny exists, organizations must plan
for environmental contingencies to adapt su ccessfu I ly to
chmge. With the current educational environment in
such turmoil, strategic planning has become an impor-
tant tool in higher education.
An article by Sherron (November 1984) outlined two

basic goals of strategic planning: °The first is to allow the
organization to select a preferred future course of action from
a variety of alternatives that present themselves. The second
reason is to estabhsh the extent of the resource commitment
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that is necessary to achieve a plan's goals and objectives.'
Planning was a key component of the PME (Planning,

Management, and Evaluation) System approach, a popular
management concept in the late 1970s. In a November 1980
article about the use of PME at a small liberal arts college,
Evancoe wrote,

Planning can be defined as a continuous and cyclical
process through which members of an institution reaf-
firm the mission and establish realistic goals and objec-
tives which relate to and carry out the mission statement.
A viable planning process is characterized by its:

Ongoing nature. It is cyclical and fed by new input
and by results of the evaluation process.
Realistic timetable. It is synchronized with other
institutional activities and it can be accomplished
within the time provided.
Comprehensiveness. It encompasses all institutional
units.
Integrated approach. It interrelates all institutional
units.

Another planningand management concept that emerged
in the late 70s, causing an even closer relatiqnshiptodevelop
between strategic planni ng and inkernation technology, was
Information Resources Management. IRM theory proposed
that information resources are as critical to an organization
as its financial, personnel, and material resources, and thus
need to be managed and strategically planned for. To maxi-
mize these information resources, joint planning efforts on
campuses to integrate information resource functions were
called for. According to West (September 1980), ArThe 1970s
witnessed the emergence of the 'Age of Computing' in our
society. Universities and colleges developed instruction,
public service missions, and administrative operations. As
our society approaches the 21st century, the whole arena of
information technologiesword, image, graphics, data, and
telecommunication processingwill be more integrated
into our way of life. To stay at the forefront in higher
education, the information resources ... should be planned
and managed in an integrated fashion for the institution.'

Penrod and Dolence (May 1987) described the adoption
of a new IRM approach at the California State University/Los
Angeles, whose primary purpose was to "foster the commu-
nication process of the institution; to provide planning and
technical guidance in the integration of varied, new, and
existing campus information technologies; and to provide
leadership in the efficient and effective use of a vital university
resourceinformation." Of special interest in that article
was the authors' note that Dr. Robert Shirley had developed
one of the mog successful planning models for higher
education, which CSU/LA had adopted for its IRM plan:

The (Shirley) model ... called for analyses of strengths,
weaknesses, and environmental trends to feed a match-
ing process relating external opportunities and con-
straints to internal strengths and values. The matching
provided the basis for development of an extended
mission statement, the delineation of clientele, the de-

velopment of goals and objectives, and the establish-
ment of an appropriate program service mix. These
parameters then formed the basis for guiding the de-
velopment of individual unit plans.
Seategic planners across the country still respect and use

the Shirley model. Its prevalence can be attributed not only
to the logic of iis basic components, but also to its astute
consideration of organizational behavicy during implemen-
tation.

Implementing the Shirley model may serve as a catalyst
for changes in the organizational structure. When changing
the structure of an organization, solid strategies are neces-
sary to maximize financial, information, and human resources.
When good strategic planning converges with the appropriate
technology and is implemented by motivated, creative indi-
viduals, the process of organizational transformation begins.

As we pointed out earlier, these variables are intenelated
and dependent. Separately, they are difficult to implement
and waste already-limited resources; together, they synergis-
tically fuel the transformation process.

°When (information] technologies are adopted,
changes occur in the ways organizational
members think, act, and relate to each other."

Organizational Transformation
Changes in technology usually have dramatic effects on

an organization and on the relationships among people
within it. New technology brings about new challenges and
requires new ways of thinking to respond to these challenges.

In her article about planning for the electronic institu-
tion, Leslie (January 1981) proposed a "framework and
derivative course of action to higher education i nstitut ion s as
they move through transition from an industrial to techno-
logical society.' She based her article on Alvin Toffler's
theory of three waves of change moving through society,
from agricultural to industrial to technological, proposing
that higher education has also been affected by these societal
changes with the effect being most dramatic in the areas of
information and technology.

In an article published in July of 1982, Kriegbaum
described the characteristics of the future economy and its
knowledge organizations:

One reason (information) technologies will come to
dominate not only our society, but specifically our
colleges, is that they offer the opportunity to increase
productivity and control costs in a people-intensive
enterprise. The other important factor in their favor is
they let us do things we could not otherwise attempt.
When such technologies are adopri, changes occur in
the ways organizational members think, act, and relate
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"The fact of the matter is that although higher
education has spent literally billions of dollars
on technology in recent years, many institutions
are still waiting for the revolution to happen."

to each other. The college must have an appropriate
organizational structure that will enable it to realize
maximum benefit from the application of these tech-
nologies, while maintaining a clear vision of a significant
societal purpose for the institution.
Nearly ten years later, authors were still emphasiz ing the

need for organizations tz transform to survive in the Informa-
tion Economy. Nolan (Winter 1990) offered several ideas
that executives today need to embrace in order to success-
fully lead such organizational transformations:

technology drives transformation
new technology enables new ways to do work
the functional hierarchy is obsolete and the network
organization is evolving as the new form

According to Nolan, American colleges and universities
must transform:

They need to add information technology to their strate-
gic equations to formulate viable 1990s strategies. Then
they need to internalize and incorporate the Information
Economy management paradigm to achieve a higher
level of performance and sophistication in educating the
future knowledge worker labor supply. ... Strategies
without information technology are hollow.
As Nolan pointed out, technology changes can be the

driving force behind organizational transformation. They
force us to look carefully at how we do things and create a
vision of how we could do things better using the new
technology, to rethink the way the organization works and
what needs to be accomplisheda process called
reengineering

Penrod and Dolence (Summer 1991) reviewed much of
the management literature relating to the reengineering
concept-and its applicability in higher education. They
proposed that leadership is the key issue in reengineering,"
and that information technology units must be among the
first units in the institution to make such transfomiations.
Significant in the list of what it will take for our campuses to
be transformed is the need to °set forth a well articulated
information grategy that is synergistic with institutional
derision-making," a strategy that *requires the information
technology plan to be integral to the institutional strategic
plan.'

Though many CAUSE/EFFECT authors have been strong
advocates for the tremendous potential of information tech-
nology to transform higher education, one author has more
Ian once pointed out, quite realistically, that that transfor-

mation has yet to take place. In an article that won the 1987
CAUSE/EFFECT Contributor of the Year Award, Fleit (May
1987) declared, "The fact of the matter is that although higher
education has spent literally billions ofdollars on techndogy
in recent years, many institutions are still waiting for the
revolution to happen. In a more recent Viewpoint article
(Fain 990), she made a similar piea: *We need to get beyond
`the big yawn' to a place where higher education computing
is well-understood, well-appreciated, and most of all, fulfill-
ing its prom:se to transform our colleges and universities in
the most positive ways."

Newman (Spring 1990) also voiced some frustration at
the failure to fully leverage information technology in higher
education. His article described the growing disparity in the
way IT is being used on campus, arguing that little or no
progress has been made in using technology to transform the
teaching/learning process: °The average university in this
country, in terms of its use of information technology in
teaching, is substantially behind the typical elementary and
secondary school. ... This lack of progress is not because of
technical limitations, but because of the organizational
mode and the policies of the university. It is how we make the
investment decisions and who makes them. It i s the traditions
and incentives of how we do things in the academic com-
munity."

What can we do tt ensure that the revolution does take
place? We are now beginning to emphasize the strategic
value of information technology in accomplishing organi-
zational missions. As the IRM concept took hold in higher
education, we saw the emergence of the chief information
officer (CIO) position on campus and reorganizations that
have brought together academic and administrative comput-
ing, telecommunications, thelibrry, and other i nformation-
related functions.1Perhaps the most imponant task for I, ;for-
mation resource planners in the higher education environ-
ment is the establishment of an information architecture.
Networking technology has created unlimited opportunities
for sharing information resources, across campus, across the
country, and across the world. To maximize these resources,
cooperation is the key. We need joint planning efforts on our
campuses to integrate our information resource functions.
Universities are in the business of creating and disseminating
knowledge The dawn of the information age has given us the
opportunity 'to create a new and stimulating environment for
knowledge znel information exchange.

This new strategic orientation for managing technology
has focused our anention on creating positive change and
establishing new management paradigms. To do this effec-
tively, we must develop a set of useful axioms to guide our
planning efforts.

I See Blackmun's Chapter 3 discussion of several C4 USE/EFFECTarticles
that deal with ttis phenomenon, pages 23-26.
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The Decade's Four Planning Axioms for
Information Technology

Four axioms emerge from an examination of some of the
outstanding articles about planning that have appeared in
CAUSE/EFFECT.

Axiom 1: Planning for information systems must be linked to
the institutim's goals, and management information mug
support strategic thinking and decision-makkw.

My strategic plan for managing information resources
must support the institution's mission of delivering quality
instruction, research, and service. In addition, planning and
decision-making processes must be supported by accurate,
timely management information.2 This re :zation has be-
come increasingly apparent in higher education during the
past two &Gide&

Hollowell (March 1978) reported that in the early 1970s
Boston University realized that 'the operationally-based
information systems of the growth oriented 1960s were not
responsive to the need for management information in tim
1970s." One of the basic premises in BU's methodology for
information systems planning was "to insure that the ir for-
mation systems are directly support:w of and responshnl to
the University's goals, objectives, and strategies. This pr ac-
tice is called the 'top down' approach to information syst Nns
design."

In his November 1984 article, Sherron confirmeu that
planning must be the foundation supporting the institution's
mission and goals. In contrast to the previous descriptions on
strategic planning, Sherron advocated a °bottom-up° ap-
proach to setting organizational goals, beginning with indi-
vidual departments or units and moving up to top manage-
ment, noting: "Having grown from the ground up, they carry
an air of expectation and can be labeled 'invented here.'"

Whether it begins at the department or with top manage-
ment, setting goals for organizational direction must focus on
the whole institution, not just the information technology
department or the computer center. In her May 1987 article,
Fleit advised that 'one of the biggest problems we face is that
computer people and non-computer people tend to define
things differently.° She wrote that we must use technology as
a tool to support institutional goals and initiatives, but there
should be "no more technology for its own sake." She
pointed out that terms such as Increased productivity" and
"more effective learning" have different meanings to differ-
ent people within the campus community. These terms must
be broadly defined for the entire community, not just the
information technologists. Finally, she advised that we must
first agree on the goals that we are going to use for campus
computing, then we can work toward achieving these com-
mon objectives.

2See Dennhardt's Chapter 2 discussion of how information systems
support strategic management and decision-making, pages 13-16.

Hawkins (November 1987) echoed those sentiments in
his article aboi.A °selling" a campus computing plan:

Falling in love with technology is dangerous, in that it
has the potential of detracting from the basic objectives.
A computing plan cannot be solely an esoteric dream
statement There mug be balance and integration be-
tween the °vision° statements and the operational plans
to implement those dreams.... Focusingon the ends (the
academic mission that might be met more fully) has a
better potential of selling a plan, if clearly articulated.
Keller (Seraember 1986) emphasized the need to be

aware of and plan for the "second-order consequences" of
technology: 'As universities introduce new technology into
their program and daily operations, it is important that they
plan carefully so that novel technology enhances rather than

NA computing plan cannot be solely an esoteric
dream statement. There must be balance and
integration between the 'vision' statements and
the operational plans to implement those
dreams.'V

disturbs the quality of campus services." By thinking ahead
about the subtle effects of introducing new technologies,
"higher education can use the high-tech inventions of the
past years more wisely to aSsi.S1 in achieving the perennial
intellectual and artistic goals that higher education's leaders,
not some technocrats, wish to achieve.°

Axiom 2: Planning for information systems must include the
commitment and involvement of individuals from all levels
of the ofganization.

Strategic planning requires participation from individu-
als at all levels of the organization. Involvement is a crucial
element in a proactive planning process and is necessary for
the successful implementation of future strategies. By decen-
tralizing the planning process, people at all levels contribute
to the new vision, and their direct involvement motivates
them to carry that vision out. A centralized decision-making
process alienates those who are excluckd, especially when
they are the ones who are expected to implement the
strategies.

In his July 1978 article, Parden addressed the benefits
and cost of participative planning:

One of the altical tests of centra lized planning i s whether
or not the plans are ever implemented. It appears that if
a plan (not just a budget) is put together by a central
group without conflict or extended debate by the aca-
demic community, it will be difficult to implement
because of resistance or just plain inertia. The resistance
will be created by those who didn't participate in the
centralized planning but are expected to implement it.
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"Overcoming resistance to change will be a
major challenge for the information resource
manager.'

On the other harel, participative planning is time con-
suming and tension laden but has a greater chance of
implementation because much of the conflict was re-
solved in the planning.
Decentralization of the planning and implementation

processes does not assume that strong support from top
management is unnecessary. On the contrary, it becomes
even more of a necessity to have top management under-
stand the importance and benefits of individual involvement.
Corts and Prince (September 1980), in an article on manage-
ment by objectives, stated:

A clear statement of purpose with concise goals and
definitive, nvasurable objectives is the foundation to
developing planning and programs for any institution.
Key to the successful building on this foundation is full
support of you r chief executive officer and senior admin-
istrators. With their active support the department level
supervisors develop their goals and objectives to support
university goals and objectives.
Penrod and Wasileski also subscribed to top manage-

ment involvement: °Effective management information sys-
tems begin and end with good management An absolute
necessity of good management is involved managers? in
that same article they noted:

Three key factors which lead to sound decision-making
are (1) significant involvement from all levels of man-
agement, tying strategic planning, tactical planning,
managerial control and the feedback/modification pro-
cesses together in a synergistic manner; (2) systems
designed to meet organizational needs, i.e., systems that
can provide good, accurate and timely information, and
that are adaptable to future needs; and (3) a communi-
cations network that ties subsystems topther, contribut-
ing to points one and two by keeping information
availablethat realistically addresses intrapersonal, inter-
personal, organizational and data flow needs.
Finally, Lazarus made a case for the importance of

executive involvement in administrative computing in a
November 1981 Viewpoint article in which he described
Boston University's use of an executive steering committee
for information systems. He believed that executive involve-
ment would mean more informed priority setting for devel-
oping applications of strategic importance to his University.
Like Nolan, who proposed that executives could no longer
be spectators where information technology was concerned,
Lazarus wrote, "Administrators will have to have an appre-
ciation of information systems and technology to remain
effective in the 80s."

Axiom 3: Strategic plans must be flexible enough to adapt to
changing technology, and ormnizations must be flexible
enough to adapt to changing plans.

Planning is an exercise in adaptation and flexibility. The
only constant in the information technology field is change.
Strategic plans must be dynamic and flexible, providing the
ability to adapt quickly to external conditions which affect
internal goals and aspirations. With planning flexibility
comes the organization's willingness to change with the
plan. If the techrology changes the plan, then the modified
plan must change the way the organization works toward its
goals. If this is not the case, strategic planning has been a
wasted effort, since a plan is only as effecive as its eventual
implementation.

Evancoe's November 1980 article made this prediction:
'The 80s will be a decade of increasing complexity, scarcer
resources and more rapid change. These circumstances will
forte private institutions of higher education to do more
formal and effective planning, or they will be hard pressed to
survive.* As predicted, the past decade has presented us with
the challenge of balancing the need for technology with
limited financial resources. Careful strategic planning is the
method we use to perform this balancing act. And careful
strategic planning means that we must anticipate, welcome,
and encourage change on our campuses.

Penrod and Wasileski crlso made a prediction in their
November 1980 article: 'The 'winners' in the 80s will be
thos, who can react quickly to good, accurate, timely
information." Strategic planning and information systems
were the key to this ability to react quickly to change.
Strategic planning provides the framework for decision-
making and for responding to new information, while in-
formation technology is the tool that moves the information
from place to place.

Strategic planning inevitably brings about change from
current practice. We have seen this repeatedly throughout
higher education in the 1980s and the beginning of the
1990s. Institutionalizing change is a delicate process in any
organization. As West pointed out (September 1980), over-
coming resistance to change will be a major challenge for the
information resource manager. To deal effectively with this
challenge, managers must first understand the nature of
change and the inevitable internal resistance. In his article,
he quoted Kotter and Schlesinger:

There are four basic reasons people resist change and
there ate various methods for dealing with each type of
resistance. People resist change: (1) when they do not
understand its implications and perceive costs greater
than gains; (2) when they assess the situation differently;
(3) because they fear they will not be able to develop
required new skills and behaviors; and (4) when they
think they will lose something of value.
West outl ned three distinct strategies for ensuring flexible

and adaptable strategic plans:1n dealing with future certainty,
there is a need for commitment planning; in dealing with
future uncertainties, there is a need for contingency plan-
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ning; and in dealing with future unknowns such as nzural,
political, or technological changes and upheavals, ttrere is a
need for responsiveness planning.'

Heterick (September 1986) also recognized the value of
flexibility in planning efforts:

Clasical approaches to planning usually emphasize the
establishment of goals. In a time where technology is
growing and changing so rapidly, such a static approach
is clearly myopic. What seems more fruitful is a strategic
view of the institutiols conputing and communication
futurea view that attempts to articulate a growth
philosophy that permits seizing opportunities when the
state of technolog is right. Some technological advances
are clearly predictable; others are not so easily foreseen.
Whatever strategic position the institution assumes vis-
a-vis computers and communications, it must be
predicated on foreseeable technological advances, and
flexible enough to accommodate those that are not so
easily discernible.
In a more recent article (Fall 1990), Heterick concluded:

"In an era in which the cost of chip techmlogy is decreasing
at about 25 percent per yearand the cost of higher educa-
tion continues to outstrip the rise in just about everything
other than medical carewe should be aggressively seeking
targets of opportunity for that technology."

Axiom 4: 7he institutim's strategic plan must guide the
allocation of resources for information technology.

We have discussed in detail the importance and neces-
sity of developing an institution-wide strategic plan to help
achieve our goals and objectives. But a disturbing issue not
yet addressed is that of dollarswhere will the financial
resources come from to implement our strategic plans?
Although a Food strategic plan will not magically create the
money needed for its implementation, it can serve as a guide
for wisely spending scarce resources. That's what strategic
planning is all aboutfinding the best ways to use currently
available resources and anticipating future requirements.

Several institutions in the mid-80s, among them the
California State University and the University of California,
undertook efforts to °institutionalize" funding for computing
in the same way that other support services on campus are
planned and budgeted for. In a May 1987 article, West
proposed that there are two reasons why this issue persists for
most campuses:

First, most institutions have not developed a systematic
way of identifying and translating future program needs
into computing funding requirements which can be
easily incorporated into the overall planning and bud-
geting process of the institution. Second, there is a dearth
of national normsand standards which an institution can
draw onto legitimize and institutionalize its requirements.

His article provided information about several campus ef-
forts to establish budget formulae and material available
from the CAUSE Exchange Library, documenting these ef-
forts.

The question of how much computing is enough, origi-
nally raised by Richard Van Horn in a Snowmass Academic
Computing Seminar address in 1980, was the subject of a
March 1988 Current Imes article by Smallen, who sug-
gested that "fundamental to getting a handle on how much
should be budgeted for computing is having a sense of how
important computing is to the mission of the institution." He
wrote,

Our trustees will be asking what we are getting for the
continuing costs. The answer should be services which
support the mission of the institution. Those of us who
are respolsible for the organizations that support com-
puting activities must continually remind ourselves that
if we are not providing such services we can't justify our
existenceend the associated costsno matter how
spectacular the technology may get.
Similarly, Duckenfield (January 1981) discussed the

issue of seeking resource commitments for information tech-
nology. He proposed a user-oriented view of campus infor-
mation technology, which in turn would make available
more money to support the computer center:

Computer center management can no longer afford to
think of the center as a special organization with goals
distinct from those of the university as a whole. In order
for computers to reach their full potential on our univer-

°Computer center management can no longer
afford to think of the center as a special
organization with goals distinct from those of
the university as a whole."

sity campuses, they must be run and offered in such a
way that they support their users. Only then will the
computer center receive the support which they need
themselves in order to continue to meet the demand for
services.
Little and Temares (January 1986) also addressed the

issue of financing information technology, in an article that
evaluated the success of the University of Miami's $15.2
million long range information systems plan:

A fundamental challenge which has riot been discussed
appropriately in the literature is cost responsibility and
containment. With hindsight, an earlier emphasis on
target financial goals might have helped our users in
their efforts to weigh the appropriate scope lathe appli-
cations. A payroll system can be installed in as little time
as a week, at a small cost, or it may require many months,
at a much greater cost. Without specific financial guide-
lines from the outset, the tvablishment of project scope
can exceed management expectations.
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Conclusion
Throughout the last decade, the authoss cited in this

chapter made predictims about information technology
issues. Perhaps an appropriate ending for this discussion on
planning is to reflect back on those visions and contemplate
their application over the next ten years.

In a September 1981 article that was recognized for its
excellence through the first CAUSVEFFECT Contributor of
the Year Award, Robinson wrote:

Our universities face formidable challenges in order to
cope with the new technology. The following are some
internal factors which will affect their ability to do so:

Demand for and cost of information resource ser-
vices will increase in absolute and relative terms,
but the technology will provide attraaive tradeoffs.
The pace of technological change will quicken
steadily.
Increasingly, departments will wish to acquire their
own computer systems. Such action will continue to
be condoned by funding policies of agencies such
as NSF, which excludes computer centers from
seeking funds for equipment for general campus
use.
Technology will bring the opportunity to realize
many long-promised benefits to teachi ngincludin&
toward the end of this decade, the opportunity to
deliver instruction to diverse locations and settings.
High turnover of staff and increasing reliance on
junior and trainee-level personnel will increasingly
affect university computing centers.

Heterick outlined his perspective on the future of higher
education and computer and communications technology
in his classic "single systems image" article in September
1986, establishing a vision that clearly has come to pass and
continues to hcld trim:

increasingly, institutions will perceive their con-
stituency to be off campus as well as onthe need
to reach out across traditional boundaries wil l assume
an increasing importance.
Interconnectionthe capability for human and
machine linkageswill become an important issue
in higher education.
The fifth generation notwithstanding, the next round
of technological innovation will occur in the com-
munications, not computer, arena.
The capacity of the institutional budget to absorb
continuing developments in computing and com-
munications is significantly attenuated.

The 90s will promote even more widespread organizational
changes than we have seen over the past decade, and
information technology will continue to play an essential
role in this evolution. As the pace of change quickens, we
must reaffirm our commitment to sound planning and evalu-
ation to guide today's decisions toward tomorrow's dreams.
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dill Systems & Computer
Sa Technology Corporation

Company Profile Systems & Computer Technology Corporation (SCI) is a leader in applica-
tions software and computing management services for higher education
institutions and government jurisdictions nationwide. Since the company's
founding in 1968, SCT has helped hundreds of collegesand universities, and
county and municipal governments, harness the power of their information
systems to meet critical objectives.

SCT's wide range of infonnation system solutions includes a complete line of
administrative applications software products and its new OnSite computing
management services. These solutions help clients increase productivity, re-
duce costs, and provide better services to the people they serve.

SCT is a publicly-held company headquartered in Malvern, Pennsylvania, a
suburb of Philadelphia.

For more than two decades, SCT has specializeu in meeting the information
systems requirements of colleges and universities. During that time, the
company has helped all types of institutions, public and private, large and
small, four-year and two-year, use their information resources to improve the
quality of services for students', faculty, and staff.

SCT was a pioneer in providing online, integrated administrative systems for
higher education in the 1970s. Today, SCT continues to lead the way with the
most comprehensive line of no ,nal-based administrative software available
in higher education. SCT also pioneered the concept of computer services
partnerships with educational institutionsnow referred to as "outsourdng"
providing on-site management, planning, and staffing resources for campus
information resources.

Involvement In
Higher Education

Products and APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE

Services
SCT's comprehensive line of administrative software pnxiucts features ad-
vanced technology and functionality that have evolved from e company's
years of higher education experience.

The BANNER® Series sets a new sbindard for administrative software. It
incorporates the ORACLE® relational database management system, SQL,
rule-based client/server architecture, and other advanced features that give
both executives and end users greater control of their administrative informa-
tion systems. The series includes Student, Finance, Alumni/Development,
Human Resources, and Financial Aid systems that operate In a number of
hardware environments including Data General, DEC, Hewlett-Packard, IBM,
NCR, Sequent, and SUN computers.
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SCT now offers IntellQuest, a natural language query system that allows you to
use plain English to query your administrative database. Complex inquiries can
be initiated with unrestricted English commands that require no technical
knowledge. In fact, all you have to do is ask, and you'll have the data you need to
support critical management decisions. In short, it allows you to easily commu-
nicate with your administrative systems for the first time, placing the entire range
of administrative data at your fmgertipswith no special training or data
processing involvement.

ONSITE SERVICES

Tremendous pressure is being placed on higher education executives to hold the
line on budget increases while meeting demands for additional services. One
solution that has saved money and improved service on many campuses is
"outsourcinecontracting with an outside company to manage and operate
such services as bookstores, cafeterias, and data processing. Based on SCI's
computing services experience over the past two decades, the company now
offers OnSite, the computing management alternative for higher education in the
1990s.

OnSite Services encompass the management, staffing, planning, and operation of
an institution's computing services. The institution's computing operations are
run like a business, with a focus on meeting objectives, providing quality service,
maximizing productivity, and controlling costs. The advantages include im-
proved service, savings of up to 20 percent on data processing costs, greater
control over computing investments, and accountabilityall at a predictable
price with guaranteed performance. As a result, the burden on managers and
administrators is reduced, and more resources are made available to concentrate
on the core educational mission of the institution.

Systems & Computer Technology Corporation, a CAUSE member since 1975, has participated through vendor
presentations at the CAUSE national conference since 1974, hosted exhibits since 1982, and vonsored other
activities, including: Fun Runs, reaptions, golf tournaments, and a 1986 travel grant program. SCT has also
sponsoral the CAUSE/EFFECT Contributor of the Year Award sirce 1982 and the Best of CAUSE/EFFECT
special publication.
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Malvern, PA 19355
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CAUSE/EFFECT Contributors of the Year
The CAUSE/EFFECT Contributor of the Year Award is
presented annually to the authods) of the feature article
judged by the CAUSF Editorial Committee to be the most
outstanding among all contributed papers published

during the calendar year. The recipient(s) receives a cash
stipend of $500 and a commemorative plaque, and is
honored at a luncheon at the CAUSE National Confer-
ence.

The CAUSE/EFFECTAward was established in 1981, and since 1982 has been sponsored by Systems
& Computer Technology Corporation. The following individuals have received the CAUSE/EFFECT
Award since its inception:

1991 Grey Freeman and Jerry York for "Client/Server Architecture Promises Radical
Changes° (Spring 1991)

1990 William Kettinger far °The Decentralization of Academic Computing: Defining
Future Roles' (Fall199C)

1989 Richard D. Howard, Gerald W. McLaughlin, and Josetta McLaughlin for
"Bridging the Gap between the Database and User in a Distributed Environmenr
(Summer 1989)

1988 Robert Blackmun, Jeff Hunter, and Anne Parker for "Organizaticoal
Strategies for End-User Computing Support" (Fa111988)

1987 Linda Fleit for °Overselling Technology: What If You Gave A Revolution
And Nobody Came?' (May 1987)

1986 Albert L LeDuc for "Why Planning Doesn't Always Fulfill Expectations"
(September 1986)

1985 Robert Heterick and Raman Khanna for °Servicing Personal Computers'
(January 1985)

1984 Barbara Paschke, Terry Haren, and Charles Nicholas for "Planning
Microcomputer Information Services: The Institutional Research Role"
(November 1984)

1983 Carolyn Mullins for "Do You Hear What I Say, Do You Read What I Writer
(September 1983)

1982 W. L. Graham, W. A. Richmond, W. R. Biddington, and Richard Sizemore for
"ODONTICS: Omnibus Dental Online Treatment And Information Control
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